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--,-News In Brief
Paducah schools wait for attorney
general's ruling on fingerprint law
PADUCAH, Ky.( AP I 7 School officials say they will wait for
an attorney general's ruling before deciding whether to perform
background checks on all employees or just new hires.
The state attorney general is expected to rule soon on whom
that new law applies to, said Jim Slattery, the general counsel for
the Kentucky Education -Association.The KEA, a teachers' union, believes the law is unconstitutional and will probably file a lawsuit against it. Slattery said.
"The way -the statute is worded•it.- would apply to just about
everybody, teachers, superintendents, principals, bus drivers,"
he said. "If someone is a sex offender, we don't want him in the
classroom. But we need something better than Big Brother to
regulate this. You can't just round people up.The statute requires employees to be fingerprinted and given a
police records check for child sexual abuse. It went into effect July 15.
The McCracken County school district has _fingerprinted 19
employees who were hired last week and has asked the state
police for a records check, Superintendent Bill Brown said.
But the district will await the attorney general's ruling before
proceeding to fingerprint the system's other 350 teachers, he
said.
Dr. Larry Allen, superintendent of the Paducah public schools,
said he was not tnformed until recently of the law.
"We'll simply hold off a bit to see what's recommended" by the
attorney general, he said.
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Soviets: U.S. test ban refusal disappointing
MOSCOW AP - The United
States' swift rejection of Soviet
leader Mikhail S.'Gorbachev's
call to join the extended Soviet
moratorium on nuclear weapons
testing is disappointing, a
Foreign Ministry spokesman
said today.
Gorbachev on Monday announced the extension of the
Soviet Union's unilateral year,
old testing halt until Jan. 1, and
called on the United States to
reconsider its refusal to join it.
But White House spokesman
Larry Speakes told reporters in

Santa Barbara, Calif.. where
President Reagan is vacationing, that a moratorium "is not in
the security interests of the
United States, our friends or our
allies."
He said the Soviets were not
giving.up much by.extending-themoratorium because "they are
dealing from a position of advantage (regarding tests ."
At a Moscow news conference,
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Gennady Gerasimov disputed
the U.S. contention.
He cited what he said were

figures from a Swedish-based
monitoring organization showing the United. States has conducted 798 nuclear weapons
tests compared with 565 tests by
the Soviets.
Asked about Speakes' comment;. Gerasirrrov .-said, -It very disappointing. You can't
say it any other way than that."
Gorbachev On Monday did not
threaten to resume testing when
the moratorium expires unless
Washington joins it. as he did
during three previous announcements that the Soviets

Back to school for Murray and Calloway

Elsewhere...
11)the
'Ater Prew.
LAHORE. Pakistan - Opposition leaders promise a seventh
day qf protests in Pakistan today in a campaign to oust the
government of President Gen. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq.
WASHINGTON - The United States is moving toward
broaching the SALT II arms accord by starting modification of
its 131st B-52 bomber to carry cmise missiles, the Air Force's
chief of staff says.
{WASHINGTON - If you are really serious about finding out
how the pending tax-overhaul plan would affect your finances,
don't count on official averages or an accountant's figures about
a hypothetical family. You'll have to do it yourself.
NEWTON,Iowa - Two state legislators indicted in connection
with a bachelor party that raised political eyebrows because of
alleged X-rated entertainment say they did nothing wrong.
WASHINGTON - The Vatican, in punishing a prominent
American priest-theologian, is declaring strict limits for all
American Catholics on dissent and sexual practices.
Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 19, 1812. the USS Constitution - also known as "Old Ironsides" - defeated the British
frigate Guerriere in a naval battle east of Nova Scotia during
the
War of 1812. It was a victory that made a hero of Capt. Isaac Hull,
and boosted American morale early in the war.

With summer vacation behind them, students in the county and city school
systems were back in
classes this morning. Above, Penny Downey (at right) and other members
of Kelly Doran's home room
review the Calloway County High School student handbook; below, Murray
High teacher Joel Atchison
explains school locker policies to his freshman home room. Registration
at both schools had already
been completed, so students went straight to their classes today.
marl photo. h!
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Reagan and Gorbachev__
agreed at their first meeting in
Geneva last year to hold a second summit in the United
States in 1986. Moscow has
declined to set a date, insisting
on progress toward an arms control accord as a condition.
(f'ont'd on page. 2)

The South's
population
increases
by 7 percent
WASHINGTON (AP - The
population of the South increa.:
ed by 7 percent between 1980 and
1984. with Florida, Texas.
Oklahoma and Georgia recording the largest gains in the
region covered by new Census
Bureau estimates of poulation
and per capita income.
The bureau, in the latest in a
series of regional reports issued
this summer, said the population of the 15 Southern states increased from 74,139.633 in 1980 to
an estimated 79.340.321 on July
1, 1984.
Florida's population increased by 12.6 percent during the
period, the fastest rate in the
region. Texas ranked second
with a 12.4 percent increase,
followed by Oklahoma at 9 percent and Georgia at 6.8 percent.
In terms of per capita income,
Georgia led the 15-state region
with a 36.9 percent increase
from 1979 through 1983.
Georgia's average income per
(Cont'd on page 2)

SALT LAKE CITY AP ) The first in a series of tests of
space shuttle booster rockets
was successful, although it will
take engneers several weeks to
analyze the results, the company said.
The next experiment
simulating conditions that led to
last January's Challenger
disaster will probably be conducted in late October, said Gil
Moore. a spokesman for Morton
Thiokol
The company plans a series of
10 tests that will continue into

2.07
17
1.5

would observe a test ban.
He called on Reagan to sign a
test ban treaty at a superpower
summit this year, but did not explicitly commit himself to such a
meeting.

First test
of boosters
for shuttle
successful
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,-tgriculture Commissioner in race

Boswell announces for lieutenant governor
Forecast'
," .
Tonight: Mostly clear and
mild with some late night fog.
Low in the mid 60s. East wind
around 5 mph.
Wednesday.: Partly sunny
and Warm.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
forlair..ta.partly
'Thinay -Thio-ugh Saturday
with warm temperatures.
• I.AKE LEVELS • •
Kentucky Lake.
357.3
Barkley Lake
357 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP Agriculture Commissioner
David Boswell said he hoped to
aid his fund raising and to increase his * competitiveness for
major endorsements by taking
the first official plunge in the
Democratic race for lieutenant
governor
Boswell, cheered on by about
100 supporters in front of the Old
Capitol.-tormallv announced his
can_didacv MAini
dti •
art
"ds
'li
candidate to raise money and,
unlike..owtrIbers who will he
in the race. "I am not a person of
great
personal
wealth."
Boswell saitt
He acknowledged that some

•••••
•

•

think his fund raising ability
Boswell said
suspect. but Boswell said. "'m
Other major Democratic con.
in the race and I'm in to the last
tenders for the office art., exminute, whether I ralSe enough. pected to be Attorney General
or not.
David Armstrong. Pike County
"Obviously, that's
rumor
Judge -Executive Paul Patton.
my other opponents like ti,
Woodford' County horseman
spread - that I cant raise
Brereton C
Jones. and
enough money." Boswell said
- Superintendent of Public InHe said he believed he could
struction Alice McDonald.
win the 191,4.7 primory and
Those on hand for the angeneral election with a budget of
nouncement included House'
0.759.a00. ..l_do11:1 ..
ker_ Don _11
dfur
°°_
)
"
S5tX
spenrimirion'Me
s
1l7Tswi,11 is from baviess
Of dollars to .get there "
County. and Democratic Whip
Another. ro.a.s=7.tive • annoiinc
Kenny Rapier nIf Hardetovrn:*
.ng early is that -people. alki
Boswell spent three terms in the
,ommitting i their support and
He use he,fore !is elect idn to head
need to know what my plans are
the Department of Agric,ulture
I hope they commit to me:
litx3

- thiT1IUyIU rdlici

Tr.

Apinisummommirrepomot........*

Boswell said he supported increased incentives, including
tax breaks, to keep existing Kentucky industries in business and
pledged "whatever time I .can
spend in Washington getting the
attention of Congress" to help
them.
He said he commended Gov.
Martha l.ayne Collins'
"foresight" in recruiting new industry to the state. "However, I
we havo-oegiecteare?Listing
Industry in Kentus_ky."1Zioswell
said
--- Boswell also said he would ask
the General Assembly to give
the lieutenant governor more
duties and would "look at" a cutback in the office's perquisites.
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Almost read

Attending a
public college
still a bargain,
official says

Residents should be able to use 1985 returns
to estimate how taxes would change in 1988

roo

WASHINGTON (AP) — If you
are really serious about finding
out how the pending tax overhaul plan would affect your
finances, don't count on official
averages or an accountant's
figures about a hypothetical
family.
You'll have to do it yourself.
If there is nothing too exotic in
your financial situation, you
should be able to use your 1985
return to come up with a fair
estimate of how your taxes
wouldchange in 1988, when most
of the provisions affecting individuals would be in effect.
Most of the estimates of how
the plan would affect individuals
at different income levels have
come from the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation, which
advises Congress on tax
matters.
Those figures indicate how
broad classes of people — all
lumped together regardless of
family size or deductions —
would fare.

They can show, for example,
whether too little of the tax cut is
going to middle -income
Americans.
But those figures are little
help in determining a specific individual's liability under the
bill, which will go to the House
and Senate next month for final
votes.
Several big accounting firms
are offering some help by
creating hypothetical families,
estimating their deductions and
calculating their taxes. That's
fine if the income and deduction
levels they select approximate
yours, but they can still leave
you wondering about specifics of
your situation.
Here.
,are basic steps to
calculate your 1988 taxes:
INCOME
Wages, fees and interest income are treated the same as
under present law. If you have
unemployment compensation, it
would be fully taxable. You
would lose the $100 ($200 for a

Trainer NN oody
Stephens to be
on NBC's 1986

won 1.600 races including two
Kentucky Derbies and five Belmont Stakes, is a likeable
72-year-old celebrity of the racing Set. Stephens, the son of a
Stanton tobacco farmer,'drives
a seven-year-old Mercedes and
lives in a house in New York that
could be found on any street.
Though he consistently gets
invited to the swankiest affairs,
he describes himself as a simple
man.
WPSD,Channel 6, has the program scheduled for 9 p.m. this
evening.

One segment of NBC's "1986"
magazine program scheduled
for tonight has a local
connection.
The scheduled segment will
profile Kentucky,-born
thoroughbred trainer Woody
Stephens. brother of Mrs. Mancil ( Ann ) Vinson of Murray.
Stephens, whose horses have

Parking facilities
in new homes
In percent of single-family homes

built in 1985
One-car garage
15%
Two-car or larger garage
55%,
Carport
715%
No garage or carport

Chicago
Tribune Graphic:
Source: U.S.
Census Bureau

25%

Bothered by
too many bills?
Consolidate them!
Refinance your existing loans
at today s low bank rates
Get rid of your overloaded
charge cards car payments
and doctor bills with our debt
consolidation loan, and end up
with one monthly payment
chopped down to size — and
cash left over perhaps a home
improvement or buy a new
automobile Come see why
more people are borrowing
from Republic Savings Bank

✓

Home improvement

•

Low bank rates

i,

Long terms

•

Application taken by
phone

Paducah. Kentucky 42001

(502) 442-9171
Benton. Kentucky 42025

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 527-3193

(502) 759-1630

joint return) dividend exclusion.
If you have capital gains, they
would be treated as ordinary
income.
ADJUSTMENTS
Individual Retirement Accounts: Present law allows a
worker to deduct up to $2,000 a
year for these accounts; a
spouse with no income can get a
$250 deduction. The bill complicates this considerably and
creates three classes of
workers:
—Those not eligible for a company pension, regardless of income, retain present law. So do
those who are covered by a plan
but earn less than $25,000
($50,000 for couples).
—Those covered by a company plan and earning between
$25,000 and $35,000 (between
$40,000 and $50,000 for couples)
could get a partial deduction; as
income rises $1,000, they lose
$200 of the maximum IRA
deduction. Thus, a single person
earning $30,000 could deduct up
to $1,000.
— Workers making more than
$35,000 ($50,000 for couples)
could deposit up to $2,000 a year
in an IRA but get no deduction.
But the interest the money,earns
would continue tax-free until
withdrawn.
Two-earner deduction: Now
as much as $3,000 a year, it
would be repealed.
Other adjustments, including
alimony paid and moving expenses, would remain as under
present law.
Subtracting these adjustments from income results
in adjusted gross income (AG!).
DEDUCTIONS
Unreimbursed medical and
dental expenses: now deductible
to the extent they exceed 5 percent of AG!, the bill raises that
threshold to 7.5 percent.
State and local taxes: Property, income and sales taxes are
how deductible but the bill
repeals the sales-tax writeoff.
Mortgage interest: remains
fully deductible for one or two
homes. If you take out a homeequity loan, you may not deduct
the interest unless the money is
used for home improvements or
medical or education expenses.
Consumer interest: such as
for car loans and credit cards,
would be eliminated over three
years. For 1988 returns, 40 percent would be deductible.
Charitable contributions: unchanged for itemizers.
Casualty and theft, losses: no
change.
Miscellaneous deductions: including union dues, job-related
publications, tax-return
preparation fees and the like.
They're now fully deductible;
under the bill you may deduct
only the portion that exceeds 2
percent of your AG!.
Total these deductions. Under
present law, you then would subtract the "zero-bracket
amount," which under the bill
would be renamed the standard
deduction. But the bill would
take this item out of the tax
tables, meaning it would be used
only by those who do not itemize
deductions. So ignore the standard deduction.
EXEMPTIONS
By 1988 the personal exemption would rise to $1,950 for the
taxpayer, spouse and each
dependent.
Subtract total deductions and
exemptions from AGI to arrive
at taxable income.

SAVINGS SANK

The terrace nears completion at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital — a dream come true for the Hospital Auxiliary and the
Murray Womens Club. Just off the hospital's Second Floor, an
outside area is being completed where patients, visitors and
employees can enjoy a little fresh air in a relaxed atmosphere.
Both groups donated $5,000 to this project and the Murray
Iiiwards are providing two picnic tables with convertible seats
for wheelchair access. (Left to right) Rosanna Miller, civic
chairman and Barbara Peiper, acting president of the Woman's
Club preview the gardening plans, provided by the Auxiliary for
The Terrace, with Ruth Eversrneyer, director of Volunteer Services and coordinator of the project, while Peggy Billington,
(kneeling) past civic chairman and Ann Brooks, past president
admire one of the plants that have already been planted.

Douglas Tucker to head
Democratic Committee
Douglas Tucker was elected
chair of the Democratic Executive Committee of Calloway
County by the fifteen committee
members during the meeting
held Monday night.
Tucker will replace Dr. Corky
Harrison, former chairman,
who resigned.
Other officers elected are
Suzanne Schroader, vice Chair;
Karen Crick, secretary; Johnny
Bohannon, treasurer; and
Lanette Thurman, publicity.
In'other business the committee made.plaris for activities to
encourage increased participation in Calloway County for
voter participation.
A birthday celebration for
Senator Wendell Ford who is
seeking reelection was planned.
The public is invited to attend
the dinner which will be held
Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. Sen. Ford will
speak to the state on television
at 7:30 CST.
Committee members Freed
Curd and Lanette Thurman are
in charge of the arrangements.

Douglas Tucker
Persons interested in participating in Democratic Party
activities may contact Douglas
Tucker or any member of the
Executive Committee.

Population...

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Attending public colleges in Kentucky still is a bargain, says a
state higher education official.
Tuition for full-time
undergraduate students at
public colleges increased 6.3
percent, said J. Kenneth
Walker, deputy executive director for finance for the state
Council of Higher Educatign.
Tuition, fees, room and board
at private colleges rose 5 percent, said John Frazer, executive director of the Council or
Independent Kentucky Colleges
and Universities.
Across the nation, tuition and
fees. increased 6 percent this
year at four-year public colleges
and 8 percent at four-year
private colleges.
Students will pay from $2,132
to $9,975 to attend college in Kentucky this year, according to a
survey of 13 private and public
four-year institutions across the
state. The total costs are lower
than in many other states
because Kentucky colleges have
been able to hold the price down
with private gifts and state
funds, Frazer said.
"Kentucky represents one of
the biggest bargains in higher
education in the United States
today," he said.
Both the most expensive and
least expensive colleges in the
state are private institutions.
Tuition, fees, room and board
will total $9,975 at Centre College in Danville. Expenses for
Berea College, which limits
enrollment to needy students,
will amount to $2,132.
The cost of attending state colleges will range from $2,930 at
Murray State to $3,875 at
University of Kentucky,
Books,transportation and personal expenses are not included
In the figures, which are based
on costs for full-time
undergraduate Kentucky
residents.

Freak boding
accident fatal
to Missourian
A Cedar Hill, Mo., woman was
fatally injured in a boating accident at Jonathan Creek in Marshall County Sunday.
Pamela Isermann, 23, died
Sunday night at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah, according
to McCracken County Coroner
Jerry Beyer.
Beyer said Isermann fell from
a johnboat while trying to assist
a houseboat out of a slip at the
Town and Country Marina. He
said the houseboat was having
difficulty because wind was
blowing it against another
houseboat.
Isermann, who was trying to
keep the two houseboats apart,
fell into the water when the wind
blew one of the houseboats
against the johnboat. She was
attempting to get out of the
water when the two houseboats
came together again, causing
her injuries to the chest.
Isermann, was taken to Marshall County Hospital and
transferred to Lourdes where
she died in surgery at 9:44 p.m.
She had been vacationing with
members of her family.
The Chapel Hill Mortuary in
Cedar Hill is in charge of
arrangements.

Virginia ranked second at
$10,136, followed by Florida,
$9,808; Texas, $9,443;
(Cont'd from page 1)
Oklahoma. $9,092; Georgia,
resident jumped from $6,380 in
$8,734: Louisiana, $8,385; North
1979 to $8,734 in 1983.
Carolina, $8,189; Tennessee,
Ranking behind Georgia in
$8.042; South Carolina, $7,830;
percentage increase in per
Kentucky, $7.724; Alabama.
capita income were Virginia, $7,603; Arkansas,
$7,388; West
35.6 percent; Florida, 35.1 perVirginia, $7,320; and Mississipcent; North Carolina, 33.5 perpi, $6,801.
cent; Maryland and South
The slowest growing states in
Carolina, both at 33.1 percent;
the South between 1980 and 1984
Oklahoma, 32.7 percent; Arkanwere West Virginia, with a 0.1
sas 31.6 percent; Mississippi,
percent increase in population;_
31.2 percent; Texas, 31.1 perKentucky, with a 1.7 percent incent; and Louisiana, 30.5
crease; Alabama. with a 2.5 perpercent.
cent increase; and Arkansas,
The Southern states with the
with a 2.7 percent increase.
slowest growth in per capita inHere is a complete listing of
come _during the period were
the bureau's 1984 population
West Virginia, 19.2 percent;
estimates for the Southern
Alabama,29 percent; Kentucky, states, including
the percentage
29.3; and Tennessee, 29.5 increase since
the 1980 census:
percent.
Texas, 15,988,538, 12.4 perMaryland residents were the
cent; Florida. 10,975,748, 12.6
region's wealthiest in 1983, with
percent; North Carolina.
a per capita income of $11,036. 6.164,613,
4.8 percent; Georgia.
5,836,548, 6.8 percent; Virginia,
5,635,544, 5.4 percent; Tennessee. 4,716,752, 2.7 percent;
(Cont'd from page I)
Louisiana,4,462,489, 6.1 percent;
Maryland, 4,349,252, 3.1 pernext July.
cent; Alabama, 3.990,221, 2.5
"Everybody was very pleaspercent; Kentucky, 3,723,024, 1.7
ed. It was definitely a morale
percent; South Carolina,
booster because everything
SPNI & FUN Family Package $150
3,300,211, 5.7 percent;
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Oklahoma, 3,297.952, 9 percent:
have," Moore said Monday, adMississippi. 2.597.952, 3.1 perding that congratulations came
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cent;
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from NASA officials at the,Mar(Sundays thru Thursdays)
percent; and West Virginia,
shall Space Flight Center in
• $50 Food and Beverage
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On Jan. 28, a booster rocket on
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killed its seven-member crew.
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TROUTVILLE, Va. (AP) —
plant near Brigham City tested
spacious rooms. A full-service
Police say a minor incident apthree single motor segments
restaurant. Water sports. Nightly
parently sparked the highway
linked at two joints of the same
entertainment. And a spectacular
shooting that left country music
view of our Gulf. Carolyn or
booster design of the rocket that
star Ricky Skaggs' 7-year-old
Dorrie in the Reservation Office
failed.
can design a special moneyson hospitalized with a bullet
saving plan for your individual
wound to his head and neck.
vacation needs. Use this coupon
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to get your free brochure.
' in satisfactory con‘lition Mon(Cont'd from page 1)
day night at Roanoke Memorial
Asked about progress toward
Gentlemen Please send tree brochure. rates
Hospital's pediatric intensive
scheduling a summit,
care
unit
after the Sunday night
Name
Geraslmov said only that there
shooting on Interstate 81 near
Address.had been a series of consultahere.
C,ty State ZIP
tions between U.S. Add Soviet
Young Skaggs has excellent
experts on arms control and
chances of recovery,.a hospital
other issues, and noted that
spokeswoman mkt:- • PHONE •
Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Ricky Skaggs, 32, canceled
Shevardnadze and Secretary of
state fair appearances in KenState George Shultz are schedul4650 W. BEACH BLVD. Der. 260
tucky and West Virginia to be at
ed to meet next month in
his son's bedside, hospital ofBILOXI, MISSISSIPPI 39,3
Washington to discuss a second
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PERSPECTIVE
Domestic war
on drug abuse
A few well-publicized drugrelated deaths finally have
convinced the House Democratic leadership that,
Gramm-Rudman or not,
more money has to be spent
to attack drug abuse. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
favors legislatiOn that deals
with the problem on several
levels. This includes eradicating drug crops, curbing drug
shipments and taking tougher
court action against drug
traffickers.
The sudden decision by Mr.
O'Neill to squeeze drug legislation into the tight House
agenda arises in part from
the public concern over the
cocaine-related deaths of two
athletes ---Len-Bias,- a-University of Maryland basketball star who was to play for
the Boston Celtics, and Don
Rogers of the Cleveland
Browns. In addition, angressional aides report that the
push for action was coming
from home districts in response to publicity about

19% Mc'S•ught Sy nd

Int

By M.C. Garrott

Question of last week about local
gasoline prices receives an answer

widespread addiction to a potent and deadly cocaine derivative called crack.
The
e industry is exThe House leadership ap- tremelygasolin
volatile. It is compears to be under no illusion plicated and mind-boggling
that the nation's drug prob- when it comes down to the
lem can be solved through average person trying to undersquick-fix solutions, such as tand how it works.
So many factors - many
using U. S. military hardware beyond
anyone's control - are into destroy a few cocaine-pro- volved in its market
ing processing factories in Bolivia. cesses right down to the prices
As House Majority Leader paid at the pumps.
It often is a trying and
Jim Wright of Texas notes, no
frustrating experience for jobamount of legislation in this bers
- the people
buy it from
session of Congress will wipe major producerswho
and supply it to
out the problem immediately, service stations - to react quickand a lot more will-have to be ly to its frequent and sudden
changes.
done.
This is some of the insight into
Implicit in Mr. Wright's
the Industry that thave received
comments is an awareness Within the past few
days in talkthat a program that relies ing with local jobbers.
• • •
solely on halting the flow of
... _
--These jobbers transport the
-drup into this country won't
work. The solution must in- gasoline with which they supply
dealers from a barge terclude a long-term educational their
minal at Paducah. It comes in
campaign that makes impres- along the rivers from refineries
sionable minds aware of the operated by major petroleum
harmful effects of illicit „companies - some up the
drugs, along with' an expan- Mississippi. some up the Ohio
some down the Mississippi.
sion of treatment facilities to and
But it is brought into the
help addicts find the road to Paducah terminal by river
recovery.
barge and unloaded there. Job-

Church census on schedule

GRAFFITI

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
The city and county census announced in this section of
newspaper several Weeks ago, •
by the Murray-Calloway*County
Ministerial Association, is on
schedule, and plans are being
formulated to bring it to a successful conclusion by the end of
October. 1986.
Since the initial announcement. much interest has been
shown, with people asking questions, and promising their support and cooperation. One example of the interest in the census.
was expressled by a lady in my
church, last Sunday, who told
me: "I'll be a team visitor for
the census." One lay leader during the announcements period,
asked: "How many of you
haven't heard about the census?" Only a few worshippers
had not heard about it.
On behalf of the Murray-

Calloway County Ministerial
Association, and myself, we
want to thank your Newspaper,
W.S.J.P. Radio, W.N.B.S.
Radio, and Others for the
publicity of the census.
Two local ministers on last
Sunday,gave a good deal of time
on their radio program, giving
information about the upcoming
census. We feel other ministers
will do this, too.
Realizing that communications are important at this juncture, we have named Bro2Mark
Welch, to head-up the census
publicity, assisted by Bro.
James Cain.
The Steering Committee plans
to hold weekly meetings from
now on, and Bro. Welch will
release newspaper and radio announcements, as to dates that
church pastors and leaders
should attend the scheduled
meetings pertaining to the
census.
Sincerely,
Marvin L. Napier
Secretary
Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association
Phone: 474-2347
Aug. 18, 1986

bers from within a wide radius
of Paducah send their tank
trucks - some costing as much as
$90,000 - there to pick it up.
This costs local jobbers approximately 1.6 cents per gallon
(at the moment) to transport it
from Paducah and pufit into the
tanks of their service station
operators here in Murray and
nearby.
. TheSe...ser.v.ice. station
operators are independent
businessmen. They set their
retail prices at their own
discretion.
One thing that is in this price

is the 15-cents-per-gallon state
tax and the 9-cents-per-gallon
federal tax, making a total of 24
cents tax per gallon.
• • •
Within the past 10 days, suppliers of gasoline to this area
have increased their wholesale
prices - the prices the jobbers
pay at the terminal - by as much
as 10 cents per gallon for all
grades.
Some of the Murray dealers
have raised their retail prices by
5 cents a gallon during the same
period.

minals, the price at the terminal
Is consistently lower.
It costs the Cape Girardeau
jobbers only about half-a-cent
per gallon to transport their
gasoline from the pipeline terminal to their service station
operators. There the price includes a state tax of 7 cents per
gallon -8 cents a gallon less than
that in Kentucky.
Too, the Cape jobbers always
have been able to buy the
pipeline gasoline for a minimunr1
of 4 cents per gallon less than
that charged at the Paducah
river barge terminal.
At times, this difference betSome attribute these inween the Paducah barge tercreases to the unexpected agreeminal's costs have been as much
mentoftheOPEC(Organization
as 7 cents a gallon. I personally
of Petroleum Exporting Counhave seen a number of corntries) within the last two weeks
to slash its daily Middle East oil - Parable invoices to validate this
production by some 17 percent, difference.
effective Sept. 1.
So, when gasoline in Cape
While talking with the local
Girardeau is found to be less in
jobbers, I personally have seen
price per gallon than that in
computerized messages from
Murray, these factors - the less
distant main headquarters comcost per gallon, the less
ing into the local jobbers' offices
transport cost and the 8-eents-aof late, sometimes as often as
gallon less state tax must be
twice a day, with notices of
taken into consideration.
wholesale price increases at the
Basically, the same is true in
Paducah terminal.
St. Louis. There are at least five
These increases may or may
refineries located in St. Louis or
not be passed along to the serjust across the river in Illinois.
vice station operators by the jobThe St. Louis jobbers also enbers, or, for that matter, by the
joy the lower terminal costs by
service station operators on to
picking their gasoline up right at
their customers.
a refinery, a lower transporta• • •
tion cost and the same 8-cents-aAs for Cape Girardeau and St.
gallon less state tax.
Louis gasoline prices, the Cape
• • ••
jobbers take their gasoline from
As for the factors which inthe Texas Eastern pipeline
fluence gasoline prices in other
which flows right by their city.
areas than these I've mentioned
Now, a pipeline terminal is
- in Atlanta. Clarksville, Tenn.,
one where the product comes
Ohio, Mississippi and the like - I
through a pipeline to arrive at
have no insight into those
the terminal. These terminals
situations.
are very cost efficient, and
I strongly suspect, however,
where there are pipeline terthey are the same which in-
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Thoughts
In Season
II
By Ken Wolf
For all strivers and part-time
dreamers out there, here are
some words of encouragement
from Thomas Dreier:
Because you lack a noble
and successful past is no
reason why you should lack
a noble and successful
future.
This comment parallels one
written by Henry David Thoreau:
Men were born to succeed,
not to fail.
WRITE .4 LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
42071.
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By John Cunniff

Economic forecasts can often be flexible instruments
NEW YORK i AP ) — On April
2, Merrill Lynch projected a-5.1
percent annual rate of growth
for the third quarter of the year,
and foresaw even better times —
5.4 percent — for the final
quarter.
On August 11. the -same company's "Research Highlights"
revealed a decidedly different
outlook: a mere 1.6 percent level
of GNP growth in the current
quarter. and a decline of 0.4 percent in the final quarter.
The descent from ebullience to
grimness might not be typical of
the change that has come over
economists during the past few
months, but it isn't uncommon.
Many of them have turned sour
in the past few months.
The situation offers many°
lessons, among them that
economists may have as little
foresight into the future as the
rest of people, including the
president and his Council of
Economic Advisers, academics
iind business- people

There are other lessons too.
one being that bullish forecasts
get a lot more attention — and
A ybo 11114004..=7-7:-..epreffiOt1(11
from the source: 2.nd that
economists ,,seem to flock
together. each influencing the
view's of others
. And still another, this one beIing the ease with with which

forecasts are changed.
In the ML case, the latest
assessment, which was released
from the office 'Of Jack W.
Lavery. director of Securities
Research and Economics, would
seem to be a marked departure
from the earlier economic
models put forth by ML.
Among other sharp contrasts,
It contains these:
—Near-term disappointment
with after-tax corporate profits,
vs, growth at a 9.66 percent annual rate in this year's third
quarter and a jump to 13.8 percent in the fin4 quarter.
The new projection is for an 8
percent fourth-quarter decline
from the year-earlier level.
—The earlier projection showed GNP gathering strength
through 1986, followed by a slow
deterioration in the rate of GNP
growth through the four
quarters of 1987
The new eStimate, in part. is
for "some acceleration of
momentum as 1987 progresses."
although growth will be at an
"anemic" rate, of 1.5 percent
between the final quarter of 1986
and the last three months of
'leer

Nevertheless, an assistant in
the director's office disagreed
with the opinion that the new
forecast is very different, indicating instead that it was a
deterioration of an outlook

within the dimensions of the old
forecast.
ML's economics, widely considered to be among the best in
the business, are not without
company in assessing the
economy.
The White House this year has
been consistently off the mark.
University economists have
missed the target as well. And
big-bank forecasters, who claim
special insight, have generally
missed out on their interest rate
forecasts.
It is an old story, and it is
destined to continue, there being
a vast market for anything
about the future, and a bundle of
cash for the investor who can
see most accurately and far into
that great darkness.
To a degree, the forecast even
becomes the reality, and
documentation of that view conceivably can be found in the
bullishness of the stock market
for much of the year. The
forecasts were bullish and so
were stocks.
And what does the future hold
for the market?
ML's Resea.rch _ Highlights,
conlIns this opinion:
"Although our stock market
observers envision a tradable
market rally before the summer
ends, a deeper, more _sustained
correction is expected
thereafter."

fluence the prices here in our
area - cost of the product,
transportation, taxes, competition and a fair return on investment for those handling it along
the line.
Gasoline is such a common
denominator. Its prices are
right out there where everybody
can see and compare them
every day. Too, it's such a vital
part of our lives. We all depend
upon it every day. We get emotional about it, especially when
its prices change rapidly.
After looking carefully into
the matter, it is my opinion that
the Murray jobbers and the service station operators are in no
way "ripping off" anyone with
their gasoline prices.
Service station operators -and
I'm- told there are 25 of them
here in Murray - work hard and
long hours providing a very
valuable service to our
community.
They are trying to make a decent living for themselves and
for those who work for them by
making a reasonable profit.
Retail prices for virtually all
consumer products, when you
stop and think about it. are dictated by competition. Groceries
are high, milk is high, interest
rates are high, clothing is high.
health care is high, advertising
rates are high, and we never
dreamed we would see real
estate prices soar as they have.
It's all part of the times in
which we live - and gasoline
prices are no exception.

Looking Back

Ten years ago
The home of William H.
Downs-on Newburg Road near
Kentucky Lake was destroyed
by fire last night.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Pritchett and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rickey Alexander. June
29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Green, July 19; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Joe Owen, Aug. 3; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Thomas Rice. Aug. 4: a boy to
, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hehemann
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Dotson. Aug. 5; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Atchley, Aug. 6; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Patterson, Aug. 9.
Eight families of Twin Lakers
Good Sam Camping Club held a
campout at Current River KOA
Camp Ground at Van Buren.
Mo. While there they took an allday canoe trip. John and Joan
Bowker were wagonmasters.
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Crouch
and son, Brown, have returned
home after a week in Kansas City. Mo., Where Mr. Crouch, as a
delegate, attended the 29th convention of United Association of
Plumbing & Pipe Fitting Industry of United States and
Canada.
The Rev. J.W. Robinson of
Madisonville will be speake at a
revival meeting at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church. Aug. 21-27.
Miss Patricia Ann Rankin.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William A. 'Rankin of Daytona
Beach. Fla., and James Frank
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.B
Wilson. Murray. were married
Aug. 14 at First Methodist
Church, Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Knight.
Aug. 7.
Thirty years ago
Daylight saving time will end
in Murray .at midnight on Sept.
1, according to action taken by
Murray City Council.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team .arrived home
yesterday and were met with a
motorcade at Eggner's Ferry
Bridge. They participated in the
regional tournament at Wilmington. N.C.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Horace
Shelton Jr.. a boy to -Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ramond,a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendon. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lendon
Nance,.a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Raise, a boy to Mr.
and,Ws. Gerald JP-asites
lxif to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Garland.
Miss Larue Saunders of St.
Louis, Mo.. and Miss Sue
Saunders of Chattanooga. Tenn.,
are the guests of their parents.
Mr and Mrs. Rufus Saunders.
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MURRAY TODAY
observations
by lochie hart
Twenty nine years
since the Murray Civic
Music Association was
organized and three of
the original board of
directors are still
heading its promotion Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten
and Mrs. James C.
Hart. They with other

board members are announcing the ticketsales-opening for
August 25 in the Bank of
Murray. This location
continues to be the advance ticket sales place
since it was organized in
1959.
Such cultural and inviting programs as are
scheduled for this
season don't come easy.
The load of leadership
comes through the
financial and promotional aid of the community and the Murray
State University. All a
student of MSU needs is
a showing of his identification card. The programs are presented in
the University's Lovett
Auditorium. All of the
presidents of MSU since

%ie're Glad You Asked

%Il%T IS THE
NI. RSE•S ROlI
The Last .1.i vs
terminally- ill patient's life prt.!--t•'-'
the nurse w it
greatest.
icult challer.:4ys
in
her
nursin4
career. ;iccoriling ti
nurses Claire 11.it!
man. Gladys Lipman. and
Ella
Thompson in their
book. -Simplified
Nursing.The nurse, in fact,
may well be the person who gives the
last comforting services to the dying pa lent and he a source
oi great comliirt to
1,101.11 as xtell
knows and
• .Jgrimes thy needs
patient and
'warns to anticipate
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\ NEW YORK (AP) —
First Lady Nancy
Reagan says a good
smile is a large part of
beauty, but that lifelong discipline at the
dining table also is
important.
"Good sensible eating
habits are instilled when
you are young," she
said in September's
Harper's Bazaar
magazine. "As a doctor's daughter, that was
certainly true for me."

like never before...

WITH THESE FOOD BUYS!
100%

Quarter Pounders
14 lb. box

Ground Beef
Patties

$ 1 946

Choice Sides 225-300 lb.

Beef
No Charge

$ 1 29

lb
for Cutting. Wrapping or Freezing

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

lb

$189

Choice Whole

$369

Ribeyes

lb
10-12 lb., Cut into Steaks

Partin Country Style
•

Livesay invited to Canada
for dedication of markers

Sausage

lb

$1

79
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Down Concord Way

Human kindness is discussed

By ESTELLE sPICELAND

So often we are
reminded of the saying,
"There's so much good
She admitted a in the worst of us, and so
weakness for cookies, much bad in the best of
however. "One year my us, that it all behooves
staff had a birthday par- any of us to say
ty for me and only anything about the rest
cookies were served," of us."
Sometimes when we
she said.
The other women who read of crossed prisons,
credit sensible diet and riots, hangings,
exercise for their beau- murders, robberies, and
ty are actresses Cybill the spread of drug adShepherd, Meredith' diction, diseases
Baxter Birney, Lisa without cure, drunkenBonet, Priscilla Presley ness, and the results, we
and Barbara Carrera; wonder at the patience
CBS anchor Maria of God.
Then as recently, our
Shriver; pop music star
Whitney Houston; Dian- faith in humanity is
dra Douglas, documen- restored by the
tary filmmaker and generosity of of people
wife of Michael who care as evidenced
Douglas, and model by the out pouring of
donations to aid the
Pauline Porizkova.
Mrs. Reagan said it hungry,and now,during
takes more than a figure the drought, donations
to be beautiful: "A of hay, free delivery.
special smile — wonder- and willing labor to save
ful laughter — that's starving cattle.
No wonder that as in
beauty."

The
Blue Dots
t:e Comings

I

Genesis 18-32 the Lord on a short visit to the
promised Abraham that Old Deserted Kentucky
He would not destroy Home.
the city if 10 rightous
Time flies. Schools
people could be found are in session again
there.
when it seems vacations
May there always be were very brief. So is
found those of kindness life.
as we find in our comI know there have
munity when needs been many visitors in
arise.
different homes and
Without a garden many camps, judging
tomatoes have been from traffic.
Christmas gifts in July,
I have appreciated
and appreciated from callers from different
every donor. Thanks to states dropping by,
the gardeners of Mur- especially Spiceland
ray or Concord farmers. relatives from different
The tragic incident in areas.
Ledger about the babyThen recently Wilma
sitter dying trying to Lovins Gannon, a
stop the car in which she former Concorder, now
had left three children of Colorado Springs,
should be a noble exam- Colo., drive with her
ple of bravery, maybe husband and 17-year-old
saving another twins, Laura and Mark
Gannon, to spend a
someday.
Birthday greetings to week, callingon
Guy Lovins 78 in West relatives briefly.
View Aug. 7,, niece.
One very enjoyable
Wilma Gannon of Col- get-to-gether for Lovins
orado and others. May relatives was for dinner
visit Otis and Guy while at Country Cross Roads

Dr. Rosemarie BogalAlIbri t ten and Dr.
William Allbritten of
Murray State University recently presented a
paper and demonstration at the .11th annual
Rsral Social Work Ins'fituee at James
Madison University in
Harrisonburg, Va.
Titled "Electronic

Dr. A.H. Titsworth
announces the partnership with

Dr. James B. Pickens

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Practice of General Dentistry
706 main street
Ken-tacky-

Networking for Rural nell University.
Development," the
Allbritten, who is
paper and demonstra- director of the Counseltion presented discus- ing and Testing Center
sions of the wide array on the campus, joined
of current applications the staff in 1975. He
of electronic networking earned the Ph.D. degree
and specific at the University of Nordevelopments in social thern Colorado.
services, as well as proAn associate providing practical infor- fessor of social work in
mation on how to the Department of
become involved in ex- Sociology and Anisting networks and how thropology. Ms. Bogal to develop locally con- Allbritten joined the
trolled network nodes.
Murray State faculty in
Participating with 1977, the same year she
them in the presentation completed the Ph.D. at
were Richard Reindehl Loyola University of
and Linda Iroff of Cor- Chicago.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

for the

Gibson Ham Co

Office Hours •
By Appointment

at Hardin where food,
service and conversation made the day
unforgettable.
Recenty the Oury
Lovins' of Concord
hosted a country ham
and biscuit breakfast at
Cypress Creek
Restaurant for family
members. The pleasant
weather added to the enjoyment of the reunion.
All enjoyed being
together in the lobby of
the West View Nursing
Home as they visited
Otis and Guy Lovins and
others.
We are saddened by
the necessity of our aged ones leaving their old
homes, but appreciate
the service at West
View.
The Gannons finished
their week's visit by
visiting on their way
back home a niece,
Mary Ann Bonner
Williams. They appreciated every
kindness.

MSU faculty present paper at institute

Don't Forget, We Still Have Our Fresh Frozen
Frosty Acres Vegetables In Stock

•
-Phone 753-1601
, 7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 am. 12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-

Frances Drake

Your Individual Horoscope

First Lady says good eating
habits important in beauty

UNI1S THI KS

9 IN Olal

_
Nliller-Churchill
Funeral Home
311 North 4th st.
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former Patricia Futrell,
(Mrs. Gene Wells i by
phone. She and Gene are
visiting her mother,
Mrs. Ivan Futrell, and
Mrs. John J. Livesay, manager, Labaie, has
his father. Glyco Wells,
Murray, national chair- arranged to erect
Fred Wells of Murray, is
man of Preservation of idenical plaques cast in
a brother of Gene. They,
Records of Historical English and French on
live in Raleigh, N.C.
Sites, has been invited the site. The dedication
where Gene works with
to Montreal, Canada, to will be on Sept. 5, 1986,
General Electric. They
attend the dedication of at 10 a.m.
have two sons. Tommy
new Jefferson Davis
Many notables will be
(who has two daughters
markers com- present. Bertram Hayes
- the younger born on
memorating his stay as Davis, great-greatJuly 13) and Michael.
guest of John Lovell im- grandson of Jefferson
In our talk, Patricia
mediately following his Davis, Mrs. John Q.
told me about our
release from Fortress Williams, president
mutual friend, Wanda
Monroe.
general of United
Diuguid now Mrs.
The first plaque was Daughters of ConCaldwell Burchett. She
dedicated in June 1958 federacy, and many
is a nurse, husband is
and read: "In memory other members will be
principal of Clarksville.
of Jefferson Davis, present at the
Tenn. school system.
president of the con- dedication.
They have three sons
federate States, who
The canadian Broadand a new grandson.
found haven in John casting Station, MonWhen traffic allows, I
Lowell's house on this treal Gazette and
pause at Tenth and
site in 1867."
members of other news
Poplar to admire Mrs.
This location is media will be present. A
Futrell's yard presently the site of great deal of interest is
beautifully kept and
Labae Department being shown in this
flowers. Pat says her
Store. Louis Phillipe dedication, Mrs.
mother does all her yard
Mrs.John J. Livesay
Vanier, downtown store Livesay said.
work, too.
* • •
A magna cum Laude
graduate of Murray
1.1)1i wEI)NEs1)AN', At rt tiT 20, 19St;
State University, and
fortunes. A job hunch is worth inspired now and sheould take a
recipient of two scholar- ARIES
following up on. Act on your dreams. chance on the expression of your
ships, David Fielder, is (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You can ward off the blues today
VIRGO
talents.
enrolling in Pepperdine
by
keeping
You're
busy.
happiest
(Aug.
23 tel Sept.22)
AQUARIUS
University, Malibu,
when you confront life straight 1111.
Don't cry over spilt milk. Forgivy (Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
Calif. for a year's work
Accent courage rather than tempera- and truly forget. Then, today will be
Don't let others discourage you
and a master's degree ment.
memorable in the romance depart
New money-making ideas are worth
in business administra- TAURUS
ment. Plan a special outing.
acting upon. Some research may be
tion. His wife, the (Apr.20 to May 20)
LIBRA
required. so do the necessary prepaformer Lisa Cleaver,
Instead of wondering how_ many (Sept,23 to O('t.22)
1
4Z ration now.
and their two-year-old true friends you really have, take the
You're inspired now and should PISCES
son will be joining him initiative in inviting tethers over. work as king as you're so motivated. (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sow
when an apartment is Reach out and others respond read- It's at home base on your own time
Once again it's in tin. social sphere
available. David's ily.
where you'll really make progress.
where you'll make your mark today.
SCORPIO
parents are Jo and GEMINI
but don't let distractiiins interfere
(May 21 to June 20)
geb ((lct. 23 to Nov.21)
George Fielder.
with work that needs to be done 1111W
You can triumph over obstacles
• • •
ethaendtinma:;
mt .bu
e ttiniraift
Ynt' 130RN Ti nAY are indepen
ntyewiT
thhiys'oiusr ntim4
)
dent yet cooperative. VDU work well
At a recent P.E.O. today with drive and determination
awaits those who opt for good times in partnership. yet are meant tee
luncheon with Miss Don't let the memory of a
70.!:Forget about a past disappoint- y111.11 gown dung 114) not lel a desire'
setback deter you from forging n7
Mary Leslie Lindsey,
ahead.
please others keep you from taking a
•
hostess, I admired the
niSAGITTARIUS
chance on your own dreams. Vent
interior decorations of CANCER
Nov.22 to Dec.21)
have
Ii creative ability and can
the Tri Sigma sorority (June 21 to.luly 22)
If you've been hard on a family succeed in writing and. re.I ry. 11 I
house in which Mary
Perhaps you have to reschedule a member, ease up a bit. Instead of matte by nature, you'll have success
Leslie resides and trip. Instead of pouting about it. make having company over, plan an even
in public service and a government"
serves as. house direc- plans now for one of the ni4)st ing of just family activities. Reside career. A desire tel help others can
tor. The food she and glorious vacations you'll ever have.
tiartminy.
lead to a religious vocalic en ccc
CAPRICORN
her mother, Mrs. Alfred LEO
charitable work. Birthday 11f: Jacque(Dec.22 to.lan. I9)
Lindsey, served was (July 23 to Aug. 22)
line Susan n, 111W1.11S1, Van Johnsoil
Hold back on the spending for tii)W
Self-doubt is the only thing that can
actor. and Jack Teagarden. jai/
delicious, as well as
MUSII•111.11.
pretty too. A new-corner and concentrate on increasing your hold yem back. You're creatively
to Murray and a guest at
the event was Mr's.
Marylyn Flecksinger.
Her husband, Gary; is
associated with Ryan
Milk Co.

7,06 Oril
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1959. Dr. Ralph Woods,
Dr. Harry Sparks. Dr.
Constantine Curris and
Dr. Kale Stroup, have
given MCMA cooperation. Murray city school
superintendent Robert
Gila Jeffrey and county
school superintendent
Dr. Jack Rose give support. making it possible
for all students to have
an opportunity to attend
the programs.
Because of a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts
through the Southern
Arts Federation, there
will be two special performances of the North
Carolina Opera theatre
in March: "Sid, the Serpent" for elementary
children. and "Extravaganza" for middle
school students.
A newcomer to Murray expressed his surprise to find such programs as the MCMA
provides. He feared his
family's coming here
might deprive them of
such cultural programs.
One doesn't have to go
to New York City, London. Paris or wherever
to enjoy concerts. A
season ticket is one's
pass to all the events.
Mrs. John C. Winter,
said the first program is
scheduled for
September 30. Attendance at the events is a
come-as-you-are or formal dress, according to
my observations. Each
program is attended by
the dress as you please.
Always there is joy and
togetherness in the
audience.
• • •
Read a note recently
from Reba Mae Kirk
who lives at 1600 D.King
of Arms, Kingswood
Apt. Louisville. Her husband, Ed Frank Kirk, Is
in a rest home that was
by an illness in January.
Their son, Ronnie, and
Reba, continue at their
place. We remember
the family, former
residents of Murray. Ed
Frank managed the
Diuguid Furniture
Business.

1 iftirkeen

Margrie and Bill Major
- 753-0880 -

• Telephone
753-5052

representing
American and International Trove/time
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Church plans meeting

Five members of the
University Church of
Christ have returned
from a recent Caribbean Campaign For
Christ in Guyana, South
America, Aug:1-15.
Participating in the
event were Willard Alls,
Martha Alls, Wayne
Williams, Lilly Williams
and Betty Wilson.
The group served as
teachers for students
enrolled in the World Bible School Bible Correspondence Course
where over 4,000 are
enrolled as students.
Baptized were 152 as a
result of the teaching
program.
It was estimated that
there were over 1,200 individual Bible study sessions plus numerous
specific classes for
children and new
converts.
The campaign leaders
were Don and Marian
Starks who are natives
of Murray and Work
with Sandy Springs
Church of Christ, Atlanta, Ga.
The Cooperative
Republic of Guyana is a
communist country with
close ties to Cuba. A
spokesman for the local
group described the process of entering and
leaving the country as
"exhausting ad exasperating" and that
.when their aircraft
returned to Miami International Aiport the
entire campaig group
sang "God Bless
America."

4.4

Enrollment meeting
of Murray Moose Lodge
will be at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
————
Wednesday, Aug.20
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Youth Club Table
Leaders session will be
at 6:45 p.m. in shurch
parlor of First Christian
Church.
———
'venant1'rayer
Group will meet at 10
a.m. at F)rst United
Methodist Church-.
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A fellowship meeting of Apostolic Pentecostals
will be Friday. Aug. 22. at 7:30 p.m. at LakeLand Apostolic Church, 402 Sunbury Circle, Murray. Special music will be provided by different
churches represented from Western Kentucky
and West Tennessee. The Rev. M.L. Wals of
Medora, Ind., will be the speaker. The public is
invited to attend, according to the Rev. James H.
Cain. Lake-Land pastor.

The 1986 Founders Day Festival Arts and
Crafts Show will be at bee S Jones Park, Eddyville, on Friday and Saturday. Aug. 22 and 23.
Artists and craftsmen interested in participting
may receive an application form and more
detailed information on the show by writing Lake
Barkley Homemakers, P.() Box 761, Eddyville.
Ky. 4203%.

Tennis lineup listed

CPR class scheduled

Mothers morning starts
Mothers Morning Out Program will start Friday, Aug. 22. at 9 a m. at First Christian Church.
Registration is now open. There are two age
groups — toddler and multi-agetchildren who
are walking through age 4. For more information
contact Donna Cathey at 753-1982.
..•••••

CONTEST WI1 NEB — Kary Lynn Morgan,29 months old daughter of
Eddie
Morgan and Kary Garrison Morgan, participated in America's Little
Miss
and Mr. Pageant, Inc., at Bluegrass Convention Center, Louisville. Pictured
in top photo with her seven trophies -hi-Kau-Lynn. They were
for firstrunner-up for title of America's Tiny Miss, most photogenic,
sportswear,
first runner-up in personality, swimwear and western wear, and
second
runner-up in state costume. Pictured in bottom photo is Kary Lynn with
14
trophies, one not shown, that she has won in pageants. She is the
granddaughter of Bobbie Burks Chrysler of Paducah. Junior Garrison of Murray,
and Audrey Morgan and the late Edward Young Morgan of Murray.

1.131, plans homecoming
Annual homecoming of Land Between the
Lakes will be held at the Walter Bilbrey Place
4a.cross from guffaw fiasiiire;the Sunday before
Labor Day, Aug. 31. The meal will be served at
approximately 12:45 p.m. as this give the people
an opportunity to get out of church and to the pic•
nic area in time to eat with others. This includes
everyone from LBL community — Model, Blue
Springs, Nevils Creek. Tharpe, Crockett's Creek
and Bethelehem. All others who desire to come
are welcome.

Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross will have a Cardiopulmonary Resuscita tion course on Aug. 27 and 29 front 6 to 10 p.m .
at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Sharon
Pierceal will be the instructor. Any one in
terested in this class is asked to call the Red
Cross office phone 753-1421, on Monday. Wednes
day or Friday, from 9 a.m to 4 p.m. ACPR
Recertification class is now being organized and
if interested in this class call the local Red Cross
office.

Craig Barrow is born
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Barrow, Rt. 1.
Buchanan. Tenn., are the parents of a son, Craig
Taylor. weighing eight pounds. ineasuring 19'4
inches. born on Wednesday, Aug. 13, at 1:30 p.m
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother.is the former Debbie Taylor. The father
is ethployed with.J.R. Hayes Construction Co of
Paris, Tenn. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs
Gordon Taylor of Rt. 1. Buchanan. Tenn , and
Mr. and Mrs.. Floyd Barrow of Rt. 1. Puryear•
enn. Greaf-grandparents are- Mrs7 -mtret
Taylor. Buchanan. Tenn., Mrs. Helen Waller,
Chattanooga, Tenn.. Mrs. Ola Morris, Murray
and Mr. and Mrs George Barrow. Rt. 2, Hazel

Chevy Club to hold show.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Western Kentucky Classic Chevy Club will
hold its fifth annifal "Show and Shine" Show on
Saturday, Aug. 23, at Jackson Purchase Rural
Electric on Clarks River Road, Paducah. Part of
the proceeds from the.showwill go to the Boy
Scouts in the Four Rivers Council, according to
Larry Green, club president. Boy Scouts from
the Purchase area will assist. The show will include 1955, 1956, and 1957 Classic Chevies and
Chevy cars, trucks. Corvettes and Chevy street
rods from 1949 through 1985 with awards
presented to the first, second and third place
winners. A iWap meet will be held in conjunction
with the show. Registration forms will be
available at auto parts stores Throughout
Western Kentucky or interested car owners may
Larry.Qrgie
.2,.a.t 1-554-4869 or. Wayne. Wh.elap
at 1-989-3685 for more details.

s,

ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't eat this well at home for this price.

MID SOUTH DENTURE GROUP
Hamilton Hills Shopping Center

Jackson, Tenn.

At Midsouth Denture Group we believe you should keep your natural teeth as long as
possible. However, if you do need dentures, we believe they should fit 4 ways ..your mouth,
your personality, your time, and your budget. Each denture is individually constructed ill
our own on-site lab.

-Community events announced

Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway
Public Library.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray Optimist Club
is scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.,
————
Murray -Calloway
County Jaycees will
meet at 7 p.m. at'office
of Jaycee Fairgrounds.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1990
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Art, crafts show planned

Ladies' Thursday Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Thursday, Aug. 21, at 8:30
a.m. at the club. The lineup is as follows: Court
One —.Rainey Apperson, Sheila Farmer, Joni
Billington and Peggy Billington; Court Two —
Shirley Homra. Sharon Wells Brenda Marquardt and Lois Keller, Court Three — Frances
Hulse, Sharon Brown. Kathy Kopperud and
Marilyn Adkins.
4

NEW YORK1 AP —
It's off to the races this
fall for jewelry that
follows the current
European trend to an
equestrian theme,
reports Kae McCulloch,
fashion consultant to the
Jewelry Industry
Council.
Foxheads, galloping
horses, stirrups and
sombreros adorn pins,
bracelets, earrings and
pendants, she says

Tuesday. Aug. 19
Retirees of Local 1068
and other locals of
UAW -AFL-C10 and
their spouses will have a
covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. in fellowship
hall of First Christian
Church.

1.•••

- DATEBOOK

Members
return from
campaign

Fall jewelry
will feature
horse theme

..r.4•••••

Wednesday. Aug.20
start at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Ladies' day events at
Oaks Country Club will
Include golf at 9 a.m..
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon at noon.
————
Executive committee
of United Methodist
Women of Paris District
will meet at 10 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church, Gleason. Tenn.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Crawford's Service Station, Lynn Grove,from 9
to 11 a.m.
————
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m.. both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
———
Residence halls on
Murray State Universi-

Wednesday. Aug.20
Thursday, Aug.21
ty campus will open at Restaurant at
noon.
Draffenville.
————
Events in Land BetMurray Civitan Club
ween the Lakes will in- is scheduled to meet at 7
clude Wildflower Basics p.m. at Homeplace
• at 9:30 a.m. and LBL Family Restaurant.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
————
Woodlands Nature
Kentucky Lake
Center; Iron Industry at Chapter of National
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Association of Retired
at The Homeplace-1850; Federal Employees will
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2 meet at 9 a.m. at
p.m. at Golden Pond Calloway Public Libriy
Visitor Center.
and then will tour Na————
tional Scouting
Museum.
Thursday, Aug. 21
— ———
Temple Hill Chapter
Senior citizens' ac511 Order of the Eastern tivities
will be from 10
Star will meet at 7:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
p.m. at lodge hall.
and Douglas Centers
— —— —
and from 10 a.m. to 3
Twin Lakers Antique p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Car Club will meet at
————
6:30 pm.at Gateway
(Cont'd on page 12)
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PLASTIC TEETH
2 Office Visits Same Day
$119 Each Denture
or $238 Per Set

PORCELAIN TEETH
3 Office Visits- 2 Days
$200 Each Denture
or $350 Per Set

PREMIUM
5 Office Visits 3 Days
$325 Each Denture
or $600 Per Set

FILLINGS, CROWNS & OTHER RESTORATIVE SERVICES ALSO AVAIL-ABLE
Dr. Jere Lowe

Dr. Ravin Mehta

For Appointments And information On Other Fees Coil 901/668-7460

Miiircly Ledger Sic Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & limes who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

Due to Construction Problems
Moving at

$400

per month Starting Sept. 1. 1986

Mayfield Wholesale
Will be Delayed
We will be open Friday and
Saturday of this week

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery

HOFFMAN'S

Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.

Nursery & Greenhouses

For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires. -

,Back-To-School Hours
Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

low

Name
Address

ler
'nletr4r4tti.

'

Murray
759 45 1 2

FALL
IS • "
FOR B
PLANTING

City
Zip.k

r

Box No.
State

rxPhone I

For More Information Call 753-1916

P0. Box 1040 Murray. KY 42071

Ladles day golf will
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Mray Ledger & Times

New products for home improvements are reviewed
By ANilln LANG
AP Newateatures
What's new on the
market?
THE PRODUCT: A
window i'nsulating
system for outdoor use.
Manufacturer's
claim: That this product
offers homeowners the
option to cover windows
on either the outside or
the inside ... that only a
razor blade is needed to
cut and install the clear
insulating film ... that
the film stretches tight

and is held in place with
a weather-resistant tape
that stays put
regardless- of weather
conditions ... that the
tape is applied around
the window trim, with
the film stretched tight
around the entire window frame . that the
excess film is trimmed
with a razor blade ...
and that both the film
and the tape can be
removed easily when
there no longer is a need
for them

THE PRODUCT: A
caulk that produces a
neat grout line around
bathtubs, sinks and
shower stalls
apufacturer's
claim: That the caulk is
unrolled to the required
length and pressed into
place ... that only fingertip pressure is required
... that the caulk
eliminates the need for
caulking tubes and cartridges .. that it
adheres strongly to
porcelain, fiberglass.

ceramic, wood and
metal ... that it is easily
and cleanly cut with a
sharp razor blade ..
that it is abrasion and
mildew resistant ... that
it will withstand years
of cleaning without
discoloring ... and that it
will not dry out or crack.
THE PRODUCT: A
rectifier to increase the
life of a light bulb.
Manufacturer•s
claim: That this solid
state 4 amp rectifier can
be fitted to any standard

incandescent screw base light bulb ... that it
will increase the life of
that bulb from 60 to 100
times its rated life ...
that it will work on bulbs
from 25 to 100 watts, but
should not be used with
3-way bulbs or fluorescent lamps ... that the
rectifier slightly
reduces the light given
off by the bulb, but that
out-of-pocket savings
remain substantial even
if a slightly higher wattage bulb is used ... and
that there is a 10-year

warranty against
defects in material and
workmanship.
THE PRODUCT: A
latex wood patch for in
door and outdoor use.
Manufacturer's
claim: That this wood
patch repairs nail holes,
gouges, cracks and
other blemishes on wood
surfaces ... that, when it
has hardened, it accepts
wood stain uniformly ...
that it can be'sanded.
drilled or sawed ... that
it cleans up with water
... that it comes in both

neutral and oak ... that bulb rectifier by Tasha
dirt, grease and any Enterprises, 184 Shelton
loose particles must be Road, Madison, AL
removed from the area 35758; and the wood
before the patch is made patch by United
... that the surface to be Gilsonite Laboratories,
patched should be Box 70, Scranton, PA
dampened first with 18501.)
water ... and that areas
under a quarter-of-an(Do-it-yourselfers will
inch wide require only a find much helpful
single application.
material in Andy Lang's
(The window in- handbook, "Practical
sulating system and the Home Repairs," which
caulk are manufactured can be obtained by senby 3M. Home Products ding $2 to this
Division, 3M Center, St. newspaper at Box 5,
Paul. MN 55144; the Teaneck, NJ 07666.)

Hearths gain added dimensions
Us ANDii• LANG
Al' Newsfeatures
Q. — We are thinking
of putting a raised
hearth in front of our
fireplace. In our discusonSahotit--What-Itindof hearth it should be, we
got into a friendly
dispute about what a
hearth was for aside
from its appearance.
Can you help us resolve
the. issue?
A. — Years ago, a
hearth simply was an
area in front of a
fireplace for the specific
purpose of preventing

deck projects
30% Off

Treated lumber is
pressure treated to
resist insects & decay
30 year warranty.

„mu

-

Selected Special
Order Wallpaper
Books

F

6'x8' 55.59

Steps,

Carpet Sale

I

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!

Basic Decks
enches, Concrete Are
'
Not Included

8'00' 79.85

•

30% Off

6.79

_g
Linoleum Sale
Starting at 3.99

Coal Tar Emulsion
Sealer p'cteIs agat., •
cho

nos

Hear Americas Favorite Newscaster

PAUL HARVEY

8.97

40% Off Stock Wallpaper
40% Off Kirsh Mini Blinds

hitd•y

Duty Filler s

Sealer

P,

oteLt>

Gallon Asphalt CrackfIllar.

6—Times Daily—Mon -Fri —6
(Also Once On Saturdays)
3.97

Deittl4

New Shipment
Ceiling Fans
All On Sale!

-7!
109.97
1.4 H.P Chain Drive Garage Door Opener is
one cat garage Operates
etly and conveniently includes
•
e
ter CA 1 32 0 991C '

Super Flat

In 800 Colors
•Economical, attractive flat
finish for walls, ceilings and
woodwork •Dries fast
•Water
washable
•Equipment cleans up with
water.

.88
PRO PLASTIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
• The Master of latex exterior
house paints breathes to
eliminate peeling
•Needs no primer in most uses
•Resists mildew, dirt, wear and
chalking
•Equipment cleans quickly with
water
Over 800 Colors

Brown or White
Solid Vinyl
Guttering
SL-'
10 Foot
Section
Genova

3.88

$14.95

Our Very Best"

90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE
•

center

••••

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
544.4
Prices Good
759-13
90
Through
Aug. 25

AN,

Open 7 Days A Week

_ !II.Pr_.19.74_r_Searsligegt. JY;0138u.

supJ
*Other Locations — Benton 8e Lake City, KY*

Prices Good at Murray Store Only
Murray Hours: Mon-hi 730 am.-7 p.m., Sat. 8 ala.-8 p.m. Sun.

1-5 p.m.

•

^••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••

_
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WNBS-1340

WAAW-103.7

7.30 A.M.
11.30 A.M.
2•30 P.M.
Sat.
11:30 A.M.

8:30 AM.
12:30 Noon
3:30 p.m.
Sat.
12:30 Noon

Tune In WNBS-AM 1340 Every
Night 9:05 p.m. To 6 a.m For
MUSIC COUNTRY NETWORK
Direct From Nashville

8.99..„.

White Latex Caulk
stays flexible.
Paintable,
7lEi4

•

the fire from causing
trouble. It was made of
non-combustible
material, as it is these
days. so that noting
would happen if sparks
or pieees of wood orcoat
got loose. It also
prevented the wooden
floor in front of the
fireplace from warping
and buckling. Over the
years it has gained added dimensions, especially when raised. A hearth
can serve as a sitting
area or simply a
decorative feature.
Q. — I want to put up a

picket fence at the front
of our house. About a
year ago I read in your
column about a way to
get the exact spacing
between the pickets
without measuring over
and over again. Unfortunately. I did not save
it. Could you repeat the
formula for me?
A. — Simply use one
of the pickets as a
spacer. After the rails
are in place, attach the
first picket to one end of
the fence. Place another
picket alongside it and
attach the second picket
at the side of it. To make
it a bit easier, place a
small block of wood at
the top of the measuring
picket so that the picket
can be hung in place
while you are doing the
attaching. This will
eliminate .the need for
hofding the measuring
picket in place each
time.
Q. — I plan to put two
panes of glass in two of
our windows. I have
been practicing cutting
glass with some scrap
pieces and have finally
acquired the knack of
doing it without splitting'
the glass. After the glazing compound has been
applied and the glass
placed in the opening,
how many glazier's
points should be used?
A. — There's no

regulation that says a
certain number of
points are needed. Use
your judgment, depending on the size of the
glass. Two points on
each side are about
right for a standard window, three for a larger
size and four if it is an
extra large window. Incidentally, when you
measure how large the
pane of glass must be to
fit the opening, cut it an
eighth -of-an -inch
smaller on each side. If
it fits exactly, the glass
might break at some
later time if expansion
and contraction occurs.
Q. — I have an old golf
bag that is still in 'excellent condition, but it
is getting dirty and full
of grime. I would like to
clean it thoroughly. Is it
all right to use saddle
soap on it?
A.. — Yes, if it is
leather. Many golf bags
these days are made of
vinyl, in which case
washing with a mild
soap and water will be
sufficient.
Q. — There are some
holes in the eaves on our
house. Sawdust lies in
piles underneath the
holes. Some people say
this is caused by termites, some by ants.
What is your opinion?
A. — Carpenter ants
leave sawdust. Termites don't.

Careful window pick
can improve lifestyle
With as many window
styles as there are
lifestyles. a careful
choice of the former can
defintely improve the
latter.
The variety in sizes
apd styles available in
I a ctory.engineerefL

ready-to-install wood
windows simplifies
many home remodeling
projects. Choosing ,the
right style, says the National Woodwork
Manufacturers Associa•
tion, can improve a
home's livability.
Assess Styles
Among the styles of
weatherstripped wood
windows — many of
which are double glazed
and come with a low
maintenance exterior
cladding that all but
eliminates the need for
periodic painting
are:
— . Double hungs
which open vertically
and are suitable for
every_ room.
— Casements which
are easy to reach and
simple to operate,
especially' above the
sinks and countertops in
kitchens and baths.
They open out and provide good visibility and
excellent ventilation.
— Sliding windows
and patio doors open
horizontally and have
wide visibility. In addition to expansive views.
sliding patio doors provide easy access to the
outdoors.
— Bow windows gently curve outward in a
wide arc. Besides excellent visibility, bows
and bays — which are
straignt in the center
and angled at each end
— give extra depth and
dimension indoors and
out. Both styles are
popular in , Colonial
architecture.
Awnings and hop, vers.* offer;easily adJOSted ventilation and
are often used in series.
Awning-. ,windows open
out and • up: hoppers
open in and down.
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Scholarships awarded to future
teachers at university for 1986-87

"•,
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Scholarships worth a total of
renewed for a maximum of
year for the scholarships. Price
$35,000 have been awarded to
three academic years for a total
added. KHEAA awarded 100 of
seven future teachers at Murray
of $20,000. Recipients agree to
the $5,000 scholarships
State University for the 1986-87
teach one year in Kentucky
statewide.
academic year.
public schools for each year they
Scholarship recipients were
The Kentucky Higher Educareceived the scholarship.
chosen based on their rank in
TiA16
tion Assistance Authority
According to Dr. William
I VE ALWA
their graduating class,
GOING TO
(KHEAA) has presented $5,000
WANTED TO
Price. assistant dean of he Colcumulative grade point average
BE GREAT
Teacher Scholarships to the
TRY 11-EE
lege of Education at Murray,. and score on the American ColFAKE FINGERNAILc_,
following students:
State, the Teacher Scholbrship
lege Test ACT). To renew the
Michael Back of Dawson SprProgram was established- to enaward they must be enrolled
ings, son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
courage Kentucky's outstanding
full-time in an eligible teasiher
Back. The top-ranked student in
students to enter the teaching
education program andmaintain
the Class of 1986 at Dawson Sprprofession in the public schools.
a cumulative grade point
ings High School, Back will maThe 1986-87 year is the first
average of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale.
jor in mathematics at Murray
State.
Lesley Childress of Pro1905 J,,ted F -aFlos. •etttitcdtt.
vidence. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Childress. A 1986
OH, NO! MICE HAVE GOTTEN
THAI SETTLES IT! IT*5
graduate of Providence High
INTO THE CEREAL
TIME TO TAKE ACTION!
School,she was valedictorian of
her class and plans to major in
science at MSU.
Debra DeMoss of Uniontown,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome H. Demoss. A 1986 honor
graduate of Union County High
School. Miss DeMoss wil major
in accounting.
• Patricia Gold of Benton,
GARFIEL9
daughter of Mrs. Laneda
,JT801 DAYS'S
Turner. A 1986 graduate of MarOT TO,IF YOU'RE
YOLJ DON'T
shall County High -School, Miss
NOT NICER
THINK IM
Gold has declared mathematics
TO AAY CAT
SERIOU5,
DEAR ABBY: I am beginning_to pied shampoo chair or one.under_ a
as her major at MSU.
_
I'LL TAKE
thinla azirigoing crazy. I'm 38 years hair dryer and engages her operator
170-YOUTSheri Love of Ledbetter,
ACTi01
1!
old (married) and have had three in conyersation — disregarding the
,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raybreast implant operations — now I fact that her operator is working on
mond Love. Ranked fourth in
need a fourth. I'll start at the another patron.
the Class of 1986 at Livingston
beginning:
At this shop, we feel that the
Central High School, Miss Love
First, I wanted to increase the size patron has paid for the operator's
plans to study accounting at
of my breasts. Well, the plastic time and full attention, and it's rude
Murray State.
surgeon showed me the various and presumptuous for another
Doneta Noffsinger of Crofton.
sizes, and I am sure he used bigger person to burst in and usurp the 8-st
implants than the ones I picked out operator's time and attention that
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
because I came out looking so top- rightfully belongs to another client.
Donald Noffsinger. he is a 1986
heavy, I hated myself. I couldn't I hope you find room for this letter, OUR GROCERY BILLS
honor graduate of Christian
wait until my doctor redid the Abby. Receptionists everywhere ARE ASTRONOMICAL
County High School in
operation
. (By the way, he is a will be grateful.
Hopkinsville and will major in
Any
• board-certified reconstructive plasDESK GIRL
English at Murray State.
Itic surgeon, has a good reputation
Stephanie Williams of Wings:).
.•
and is not cheap.)
,
DEAR
DESK
GIRL:
Find
daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Disappointment No. 2: For some room? I'll make room. Now a
Michael Williams. A 1986 honor
1
reason, he replaced the too-large word to whom it may concern:
graduate of Graves County High
implants with ones that were too Madame, if you see yourself in
School, Miss Williams will study
small. I knew right away they the above picture, color yourmathematics at Murray State.
weren't what I ordered, so I had a self a blushing pink, and please
The scholarships may be
third 'operation.
mend-your- ways.
This one has me looking lopsided.
r•OfMy left breast is about four inches
* * *
higher than my right. When I told
DUE EAST,
PILOT. YOU'LL FIND A PEAK
my doctor he would have to do it
CALLED PHANTOM —
over again, he refused, saying,"I'm
DEAR ABBY: After reading I SEE
HEAP.ON YCILIR
sorry, I don't think I can please ebout the woman who refused to IT,SIR.
MAP.
you.,,
say "thank you" to people who tell
Now what kind of a doctor is he? her that she would be beautiful if
H1174
And what should I do about this she lost a little weight, I want to add
scertainly can't go my 22 cents' worth.
A 4Xi 1
around looking the way! am.
All my life I've been skinny: Not ,k
e`lalbil
LOPSIDED IN CALIFORNIA sickly skinny
just skinny with a a O
."
NASHVILLE. Tenn.( AP ) — A
few curves. I find it annoying when
State Certification Commission
DEAR LOPSIDED: I think people say,"You would be so pretty
panel will recommend career
you should see another plastic if you put on a little weight.ladder changes that would allow
surgeon for an evaluation, or
Well, I have tried. Believe me, I
teachers to know in advance of
possibly some corrective sur- eat like a horse, but I can't put on
evaluations the minimum score
gery. If you don't know one, an ounce. I have accepted myself as
inquire at the Cosmetic Surgery I am, and-even considered myself
needed for promotions, a state
Information Service,860 Via de lucky. so why do other people feel
official said.
la Paz, Suite B2, Pacific Pali- the need to tell me I look terrible?
The changes will be presented
sades, Calif. 90272. The naJust as it hurts overweight people
to the commission by Lynn
tional hotline is: 1-800-221- to hear "fat jokes," it hurts thin
Johnson, who heads the commit9808. In California, call 1-800- people to be cut down with skinny
tee on evaluations.
824-3042. Good luck.
jokes. Please print this, Abby,for all
Since the career ladder was
the skinny people who are sick of
implemented two years ago, the
* **
hearing, "You are skin and bones;
Tennessee Education Associayou would look so much better if you
tion has opposed the evaluation
DEAR ABBY: I'm a receptionist put on a few pounds."
system, which prevents
in a busy beauty salon, and this is
SKINNY MINNIE
teachers from knowing in admy beef: When a client who has an
vance the minimum scores they
appointment comes into the shop, I
•* *
need to receive merit pay
always say, "Please have a seat; I
will tell your operator that you are
increases.
(Problems? Write to Abby. For a
here."
If the full commission apInvariably, she says, "Oh. that's personal, unpublished reply, send a
proves the measure, the state
all right," and proceeds to walk self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Board of Education wiil conAbby. P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood.
straight
through to be near her Calif. 90038. All correspon
sider it Aug. 29.
dence is
operator. She then finds an unoccu- confidential,I

Ca it)
4.4:y
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Vols return 9 defensive starters
K N()X VILLE. Tenn.
"Certainly we are not
Despite a host the favorite." Majors
of returning players said. "We have too
from last season's many things to replace.
Southeastern Con"Alabama has all the
ference championship areas you like to have
team, nobody seems to coming back to compete
be picking the Ten- for a national championnessee Volunteers to ship," he said, carefully
repeat in 1986.
deflecting the spotlight
And that doesn't seem from his team which has
to ruffle Coach Johnny beat The Tide four times
Majors or his staff.
in a row.

Nine of 11 starters are
back for defensive coordinator Ken Donahue, a
former Paul ''Bear"
Bryant aide credited
with keeping the team
afloat, last season when
star quarterback Tony
Robinson was hurt.
The offensst find
a replacement for
Robinson and his standout replacement,
Daryl Dickey,: who combined to lead the Vols to
a 9-1-2 record and the
team's first SEC title in
16 years.
Tennessee capped off
High
Football
Murray
Kickoff
The
Chicken'
its best year in two
Dinner is being held Thursday evening at the
decades with a 35-7
•Murray High School practice field.
thrashing of Miami in
Tickets for the 6:30 p.m. dinner are $3 and can
the Sugar Bowl and a
be purchased from any.urray High athletic
fourth-place finish in the
booster, at Dennison-Hunt dr Buckingham Ray
final national rankings.
Ltd or by calling 753-0816 after 5 p.m.
Big Orange fans, who
If it rains, the dinner will be held in the MIIS
routinely fill 91,249-seat
ca feteria
Neyland Stadium to
booster club meeting preceeds the dinner. It
capacity, are expecting
-:tarts ,tt 5 30 p m, at the practice field.
more from Majors, an
All-America tailback at
Tennessee in 1956 and
coach of the 1976 national champs at Pitt.
A TRUCK
Vol players are anxYOU CAN LIVE WITH
ious to live up to those
expectations, said AllSEC linebacker Dale
Jones. a four-year
starter and emotional
leader on defense.
"This year is our best
chance. This year our
goal is the national
championship," said
Jones.
Coaches aren't as
anxious to make
1986 GMC TC10903, Sierra Classic,
themselves targets in
V-8, A/T, P.S., Free A/C, tilt steering.
the grueling SEC, where
$13,265
Auburn and Alabamalle
waiting, as always, and
where Georgia and
Florida are being billed
as title contenders:
Majors' staff confide
U.S. 641 South
they have a good shot at
753-1372
repeating as SEC
champs, if the team can

settle on a rie
quarterback.
The best bets are
sophomores Randy
Sanders and Jeff Francis. If they falter, redshirt freshman Moses
Collins could bring the
team's best throwing
arm into the game.
"What I'd like is
something halfway between Tony- Robinson
and Daryl Iiickey," said
offensive coordinator
Walt Harris. "Robinson
was gifted, but Dickey
was as dedicated a
player as you'll find."

Murray athletic boosters
sponsoring dinner Aug. 21

After Robinson was
hurt against Alabama,
Dickey stepped in and
Francis became the top
substitute, Seeing just
enough playing time to
put him ahead of
Sanders on the depth
list.
Francis is quicker and
a better passer than
Sanders. who is more
experienced and comfortable at quarterback.
Collins is the team's
best thrower but has yet
to mature into a passer,
Harris says.

GIVIC

On defense, the
6-foot-2, 227-pound Jones
anchors a talented
linebacker corps. The
defensive line is led by
6-5, 285-pound Richard
Cooper and is filled with
returning starters and
experienced backups.
Linebacker Kelly
Ziegler, the team's
leading tackler in 1985,
and kicker Carlos
Re3,*e iz„
third-team
All-American, will miss
the Sept. 6 opener
against New Mexico
because they broke an
NCAA rule governing
game' passes.

Ingersoll HYDRIV will operate five
hydraulic, labor saving,
attachments.
R

HYTILL°-HYSPLIT"-HYDRABAGGER HYDRAVAC -HYDRACUTTER
match-up one or more of these
hydraulically driven attachments to
your Ingersoll HYDRIV° garden tractor.
Enjoy these benefits:
•No additional outside power
source to buy. service, refuel.
and maintain.
• Convenience - All except
ingsr •tter are controlled
from the tractor seat
•
,--"-„rt less noise less
.veigt,f ess vibrat:on and no
f,imes
•
, x::-...nnt.oted
.
or
to thel-1YDRIV'
garden tractor

Me Nen. Name lb Say
Vm• rase Garden fraetors

HYDRABAGGER - Hydraulic Collection System

ellansisial of mainly payment. at 7.9 APR financing for 36
months aft.,. 23% down paym•nt
On Amount
to be Financed
S

Typical Monthly
Payments at 7 9 APR

800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600

25.03
37.55
50 07
62.59
75 10
97 61
100 13
112 65

Matt photo by Kent Brown

Murray State University's defensive backs worked on their tackling techniques during Monday evening's practice at Stewart Stadium. The Racers'secondary lost two All-OVC cornerbacks - James Yarbrough and Herbert Jones - to graduation. As of last Friday, Greg Sanders had won the starting spot at
left cornerback, while Brooke Redding and Tony Thornton..kvere battling evenly for the right cornerback job. Kirk Brunson is the first team strong safety:

Several..west KeniUcky teams
ranked in APas preseason poll
(API - Louisville
Trinity. which gained
-the state AA AA championship with a victory
over Lexington
Layayette last season,
has been chosen as the
top football team in the
1986-87 Kent
ky
Associated Press high
school pre-season pull.
Sports editors , and
broadcasters wive the
Shamrocks a 13-point
edge over the nearest
rival and the top team in
the final 1985.50 poll,
Louisville Male.
Trinity tallied 51
points and seven firstplace votes. The
Shamrocks ended the
regular season last year
No. 3 in the poll with an
8-2 record and a 28-7 win
over Lafayette for the
AAAA title.
Louisville Male dropped to second place with

38 points and four firstplace votes. The
Bulldogs lost the
semifinals to Trinity,
26-24.
Rising-one -note-h-frornfourth place. Louisville
St. Xavier took No. 3
with 33 points.
The Louisville Ballard
Bruins fell -from second
to fourth place with 30
points and one firstplace vote.
Louisville DeSales remained in the fifth position, tallying 11 points.
In State AAAA competition, Christian County took the top spot with
45 points and six firstplace votes. It rose from
third place with a 6-3
record in regular season
play last year.
Lexington Lafayette
rose from fourth to earn
second-place honors, accumulating 30 points

and three-first place
votes. Another Lexington team, Henry
Clay, made the rankings
in the third spot. with 21
points- --and 'one fi rst place vote.'
For the fourth spot,
Laurel County, a new
entry, and Boone County. ranked No. 1 last
season, tied with 15
points each. Boone
County ended the season
9-1 but lost to Lexington
Lafayette in the
semifinals, 34-7_
In Class AAA.
Owensboro, which was
switched from Class
AAAA, moved right into
the top ranking with 41
points and four firstplace votes.
The • Red Devils, 7-2
last year, bumped last
season's No. 1 choice
Cawood out of the rankings. Owensboro lost to

See America's
most popular sports on
Murray Cablevision

To capture third
place. Danville moved
up two slots with 28
points and two firstplace votes. No. 4
Newport fell two with 16
points.
l'reviously unranked
-Relfry bumped Covington Catholic from the
poll with 15 points and a
f ift h- place spot. -•Catholic received one
first -place vote.
however.
Although Mayfield
took the Class AA championship last year, it
tied Corbin for the No. 1
spot in that poll. Each
team tallied 40 points
and five first-place
votes.
Mayfield's Cardinals,
5-2, beat previously
unranked Newport Cenf
'd on page Si

Tigers
scrimmage
_Union_Cit)

HYTILL' -Hydraulic Tiller

Murray High School's
football team travelled
to Union City, Tenn.,
last Friday for its first
scrimmage game under
the direction of new
head coach Jack Cain.
"We got the stew beat
out of us," Cain said
about the Tigers' performance against Union City High School ."We
need to work hard on
some things."

HYSPLIT' - Hydraulic Logsplater

Summer Clearance Sale
Lowest Prices This Year With 7.9% Financing
Yard Tractor
with 44 Deck
Reg S2

t

Murray Cablevision brings you exciting, live coverage of
America's most popular.sports, season after season.
You'll see exciting college football games, NBA basketball.
Cardinal, Braves, and Cubs baseball. Plus golf, fishirig,
hockey, racing, wrestling and more.
You'll also see America's most popular movies, America's
most popular all-time TV comedies,and original special and
variety shows.
Turn to Murray Cablevision for the best entertainment
bargain in town. Because there is alwhys something good on
cable..

•Whol• They Las'
'Cash Price

HYDRACUTTER

Lexington Lafayette in
the AAAA semifinals,
13-12.
Champion l'aducah
Tilghman moved up two
spots AO -earn second:- place honors. with 35
points and five first.'
place votes. The Tornadoes, 8-2, clobbered
No. 5 Belfry 29-14 for the
title last year.

— Hydraulic Brush Cutter

•
quarry in Inn 4101168/1/1 marrow.

BI-Air Center

V1S1•N

a
4mterew---4

-

753-5005

"It was our first
scrimmage so we were
nervous," Murray's
starting quarterback
Mark West said. "Coach
Cain was disappointed
because we weren't as
aggressive as we should
have been. We just need
Co work on the
fundamentals."
Murray plays one
more sorimmage game
at _Marshall_ County
this weekend - before
opening Its regular
season at 'Calloway
County on Friday. Aug.
29.

-
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Improper backhand technique can cause 'tennis elbow'
By now most avid tennis players have been
actively competing during the summer months.
If you've found yourself
nursing a stiff tender

forearm, you're certainly not alone.
Most
• likely you are
suffering from a syndrome called "tennis
elbow."Most commonly
the pain involves the
lateral (outer) aspect of
the forearm and may
radiate to the wrist and
fingers. With continued
use the pain becomes
constant and intensifies
during the evening
hours. Morning stiffness

Is common. The
hallmark sign is a point
of localized tenderness
over the lateral prominence of the elbow.
Generally, lateral ten-

nis elbow is experienced
in the 35-50 year-old age
group and is most commonly due to poor
backhand technique. It
is usually experienced
by the amateur while
medial (inner) tennis
elbow is most commonly found in the professional or advanced
ranks.
Treatment is most
successful if initiated
during the acute phase.

One of the most important aspects in this
treatment is rest. Unfortunately the majority of
our patients find this
treatment very difficult.

Gentle passive stretching of the forearm
muscles and range of
motion exercises
(without force) also
help the symptoms.
After use of the elbow,
ice packs should be applied to the area for 15
minutes two to three
times a day. The ice produces constriction of the
blood vessels thus
preventing swelling and
pain. Continued pain

may require an extension wrist splint.
Symptoms may also
be relieved with supplemental medications.
Non -steroidal antiinflammatory medications such as Motrin.
Tolectin, Indocin and
Aspirin all may produce
marked relief.

several inches below the
elbow. This brace
reduces the amount of
pull on the structures of
the elbow. A simple two
inch strap applied in the
same fashion may produce similar results
For those of you with
chronic and disabling
pain, I recommend a
moderately new technique administered by
your local physical
therapist. It is referred
to as deep friction
massage or transverse
massage. Therapeutic
sessions are administered initially for
10 minute periods every
other day. The localized
tenderness is palpated
and vigorously massaged. After the massage,
ice is applied. Gradually, therapy is transferred to the home and performed by the patient
two or three times weekly. Although this treatment mechanism is not
totally understood, the
method can produce
_remarkable results.

As tennis ektio4k
resolves, pain is experienced only with
forceful flexion and extension. As gradual increases in the range of
motion and resistance
exercise are progressed, most player's symptoms will resolve
completely.
If you insist on playing despite your symptoms, a "counterforce
brace" can reduce the
pain and aggravation
while playing. It is nonrestrictive and consists
of an adjustable nonelastic band worn
around the forearm

Long signs; Campbell retires
(AP) - Jim Kelly. came to Buffalo as a
Chuck Long and free agent in June after
Herschel Walker are being cut by the Inready to try producing dianapolis Colts last
what they've been paid season. He re-enteredfor. Earl Campbell is the NFL last season
ready for life after after a one-year suspenfootball.
sion for gambling.
Quarterbacks Kelly
More cots will be
and Long signed made today, as NFL
lucrative contracts teams get down to the
Monday. Kelly with the 60-man roster limit.
Buffalo Bills, Long with
The second full
the Detroit Lions. weekend of exhibition
Walker showed up for play wound up Monday
his first practice with night, as the Los
the Dallas Cowboys.
Angeles Rams downed
Campbell, after eight the San Francisco 49ers
yearsas a running back, 31-17.
quit the game Monday.
Packers
Teams made heavy " Wide receiver Phillip
cuts as today's deadline Epps ended a 26-day
for 60-man rosters holdout by signing a
neared.pair of one-year conKelly Is now reported- tracts, and Green Bay
ly 'the highest-paid trimmed its roster by 14
player in the NFL. His players.
agent said Kelly's conSeahawks
tract will pay about $8
Cornerback Keith
million for the five Simpson, Seattle's 1978
years.
first-round draft choice,
Long ended his 27-day and veteran fullback
holdout by signing a Dan Doornink were
four-year contract among 14 players
worth approximately released as the roster
$1.75 million. He then was cut to 72.
joined the Lions for an
Broncos
afternoon workout.
Denver waived
Walker practiced veteran wide receiver
Monday at the Cowboys' Butch Johnson and 10
Thousand Oaks, Calif.. other players and plactraining camp. "It went ed four more on the inpretty well. I'm beginn- jured reserved list to
ing to recognize things trim the team's roster to
better now," he said as 62 players.
he walked off the field.
Falcons
Among 13 cuts by the
Twelve players were
Bills was quarterback cut, including six-year
Art Schlichter. who starting linebacker Al

Mayfield, Corbin are
top choices in AA
((bard from page 8)

tral Catholic 18-8 for the
championship and moved up from fourth place
in the rankings. Corbin's Redhounds were
alone at No. 1 in the last
poll with a 10-0 regular
season record. They remained undefeated until
they lost to,
Prestonsburg 27-6 in the
quaterfinals.
At No. 3 is Fort Knox,
down from No,2,with 36
points. Also undefeated
at 10-0, the Eagles lost to
Mayfield 24-14 in the
semis.
Kiwport Central
Catholic entered the poll
in the No. 4 spot, bumping Glasgow. The
Thoroughbreds accumulated 25 points and
one first-place vote.
Bardstown drppped
two slots for fifth place
with 19 points and one
first-place vote.
Paris grabbed the No.
1 spot in Class A rankings with 53 points and
six first-place votes. It
moved up from fourth
place.

With 28 points and one
first-place vote, the
Paintsville Tigers
entered the poll at second place. They lost to
currently unranked
Crittendon County 14-6
In the Class A championship game.

Hopefully over the
next several months,
our column will discuss
many sports medicine
injuries and problems;
however, if you have a
specific sports medicine
question or problem
that we fail to include,

please forward it to us.
We will be happy to in
clude your questions in
a future article. Write to
Dr. Steve Henry,
SPORTS MEDICINE,
1361 Tyler Park.
Louisville, Kentucky
40204.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
70
65
hit
63
62
62
Sc
West Division

Boston
New York
Detroit
Toronto
Baltimore
Cleveland
Milwaukee

Pct
GB
593
546
5-,
7Iy
529
529
525
521
siy
492 11

I
54
56
56
56
57
60

California

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Doos.on
7.
•Si.
51e
52
47
West Division

'real
St Louis
CM. ago
l'Ittsburgh
Houston
San Franc taro
Ls Ang.las.
Cincirinati
Atlanta
"Sr. 111ego

-4i,
12k.
12,
14,5
14Iy
15

_.556
61
57
517
53 65
449
4411
52 64
52
133
52
SEi
133
Si
61.1
429
Monday's Games
Cleveland 10 Milwaukee 4
Boston 3. Minnesota 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
California . McCaskill 12.7 and Ituhle 1-11 at Detroit
iO'Neal 2-7 and Petry 4.5.. 2. ot.n
Seattle Langston 9.101 at New York 'John 5 1. n
Milwaukee I Htgruera 1544. at Cleveland .Homan
1-11. trio
Chicago lCowley A 7. at Toronto iStieb 3-10. n
Oakland Stewart 5.1. at Baffin-10re Davis 9-9 . n
Texas ILoynd 2.0. at Kansas City IHargeshelmer
0.1
n1
Boston i Nipper S 7. at Minnesota . Portugal?.
n•
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at New York
California at Detroit, in.
o
Milwaukee at Cleveland. In.
Chicago at Toronto. in .
Oakland at Baltimore. In
Texas at Kansas City In I
Boston at Minnesota .n
Kansas City
Chicago
Oakland
Seattle
Minnesota

As a last resort,
surgical exploration and
resection of the diseased
tendon of the extensor
carpi radialis brevis
may be performed.
Usually the arm is immobilized for 1-% to 2
weeks with gradual
return to tennis by 6
weeks.

61
57
55
55

41
56
59
511
66
71

655
513
500
500
441
3911

17
1 Pi'I,
ihiy
25.,
304

51
57
61
61
62
64

571
317
4e7
4h3
470
462

10
10k•
12
13

-

Monday s Games
Richardson and third- leading scorer in NFL
Cincinnati 6 San I in-go 5
Houston 3 Pittsburgh
year linebacker Jeff history, was virtually
New York 5 Los Angeles 4
Jackson, and five others assured of a spot on this
cm11' games sc herlolecl
went on injured reserve. year's roster when
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta also signed challenger Jim Asmus
Atlanta Alexander 2.4. at Chicago • Sutcliffe 4-10
Houston lieshaies 7-3. at Pittsburgh 'Biel., ki It s
USFL wide receivers was among seven
.n
Joey Jones and Aubrey players waived. The
St Louts Conroy 3-6. altint umati 'Browning 9 It.
.n
Matthews.
cuts placed the RedMontreal Smith 5-7. at San Diego . Hawkins • s
Chiefs
skins roster at 83
.n
New York Darling 11.4. at Los Angel«, Valenzuela
Thirteen players were players, including seven
15-e. om
waived, including the former USFL players
Perhaps the most imPhiladelphia . Hudson 7 10. at San Francis. o
first draft choice to be signed last week who portant treatment is the
.1Eowns 0 3
n
cut, 10th-round pick Ike are not counted toward avoidance of poor
Wednesday s Games
Atlanta at Chi. eg..
Readon, a nose tackle. the 60-man limit.
habits. Next month we
Philadelphia at San Francisco
will discuss good and
Three more were placed
Houston at Pittsburgh • n •
St
1..ouis a!(Incirinalt
bad
on injured reserve and
.n
tennis habits and
Steelers
Montreal at San Diego. n
three-yell' offensive
Former "Houston how they produce
. New York at Los Angeles
tackle John-Alt was Gamblers defensive end muscular skeletal
sidelined as "physically " Van Hughes -signed 'a damag-e and
unable to perform" with contract and reported to inflammation.
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
a lower back injury.
the team's summer
Should you have signs
901 S. SYCAMORE
753-8355
Cardinals
training camp.
and -symptoms consisSt. Louis cut 11
players, including
former first-round draft
pick Clyde Duncan, and
picked up one by trading
an undisclosed conditional draft selection for
Tampa Bay linebacker
Rick DiBernardo.
•Wax
Redskins
514 S. 12th St. - Conveniently located next to Phillips 66 Service CenterVeteran kicker Mark
•
Moseley. the seventh -
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Class A champion
Crittenden County,
ranked at fifth place last
year, dropped out of the
pre-season rankings
with just one first-place
vote. Last season's No. 2
team, Bath County, also
missed the lineup this
year.
Beechwood remained
stationary at third place
with 26 points and two
first-place votes. Fulton
County, which never
made it past the first
game during the finals
last season, fell from
first place to fourth with
22 points and one first.
place vote. '

tent with tennis elbow,
seek early treatment
from your local physician. An accurate
diagnosis and early
treatment plan will lead
to an earlier and
healthier return to
tennis.
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30 yd.

Catch that
winning feeling!
Get your Racer
football season
tickets now!
Reserved seats
are going fast.
Join your friends
and enjoy some of
the nation's
best footbali
-ight in your
'back yard.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!

6611.0'. CC
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yd.
40 yd.
Murra% State 1. niv ersity
Roy Stewart Stadium - Reserved Seat Sections
40 yd.

50

Call 762-4895
or stop by
Room 211 of
Roy Stewart
Stadium
weekdays between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
to select your
reserved seat.
Tickets will be
mailed the week
of Sept. 8

30 yd.

Murray State

Home Schedule
Sept. 13
Southern Illinois 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 27
Western Kentucky 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 11
Eastern Kentucky 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 25 - Tennessee Tech
(Homecoming) 2:00 p.m
Nov 8
Youngstown State 1:30 p m.
Nov. 15
Mildle Tennessee 1:30 p.m.
WHAT BETTER WAY TO
SPEND

A SATURDAY ?
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At No. 5, Cumberland
pushed into the poll with
13 points and one firstplace vote.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

Legal

2 .Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 86-826
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD
VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1986
UPON ALL PROPERTY IN THFICITY OF
MURRAY, AS SHOWN BY THE COUNTY
ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1. 1986,
SAID COUNTY ASSESSMNT BEING
ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY
PURSUANT TO KRS 132.285; PROVIDING
THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM
THESE TAXES SHALL BE RAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY AND BE
USED FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL
EXPENDITURES. EXCEPT FOR THE
.0391C LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDINd
OF THE MURRAY POLICE AND
FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND: SETTING A
DATE ON WHICH THESE AD VALOREM
TAXES WILL BECOME DELINQUENT:
PROVIDING FOR PENALTY AND INTEREST FOR DELINQUENT PAYMENT:
AND PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION
CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENT OF A
DELINQUENT TAX LISTING.
WHEREAS, a public hearing, pursuant to
House Bill 44. was held by the Murray City
Council on July 24. 1986, with respect to the
adoption of an ad valorem tax rate, and prior
thereto was advertised according to law:
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE -MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. AS
FOLLOWS. TO-WIT:
SECTION I. That an ad valorem-tax-rate of
3318C is hereby levied on each $100 valuation
of all property. including franchises, in the City of Murray subject to taxation, for the operation of the City of Murray General Fund.
SECTION II. That an ad valorem tax rate
of .0391c is hereby levied on each $100 valuation of all property. including franchises, in
the City of Murray subject to taxation, for the
operation of the City of Murray Police and
Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION III. That an ad valorem tax of 19C
is hereby levied on the taxable value of all
bank shares in the City of Murray. Kentucky
subject to taxation pursuant to KRS 136.270.
SECTION IV.
at a 10ri penalty shall be
imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
"--- November 1. 1986 which shall be in addition
to the actual amount of ad valorem tax.
SECTION V. That an interest rate of 6c,; per
'annum Shall be imposed on all Unpaid property tax bills as-Of January 1, 1987. with unpaid
property tax bills Continuing to bear this interest rate until date of payment.
SECTION VI. That the City Clerk-Tax Collector shall publish, according to law, on Or
about April 1. 1987, a list of delinquent property tax payers and in addition to penalities and
interest hereto imposed, a $2.00 publication
•
charge shall be added to each published property tax bill.
SECTION VII. That this ordinance shall be
in full force and effect from and after its adoption and publication as required by law.
Adopted on the 7th day of August. 1986.
Adopted on the 14th day of Auglt. 1986.

STATE championship
truck and tractor pull.
Georgetown. Ky., Four
big nights. Aug. 29-30:
Sept. 5-6. 7:30p.m. each
night. Scott County
Park. 1 mile north.
Georgetown. U.S. 25.
Featuring Allen Gaines'
Orange Blossom
Specials I, II. III and his
new 1986 Ford Ranger,
Orange Blossom
Special IV. Also Dukes
of Hazard star "Enos."
For information call
(5021863-3777. 863-2244,
863-0712.
••
PAMS CAKE HUT
Have you got an anniversary or. wedding
Coriiing up? Then stop
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
10% discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch
made butter cream
icing. We put that extra
effort into ur cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4.492. 410 Main
St. or 437-4455.
SEEKING bids for
window repairs, paint 8z
carpentry work.
Memorial Baptist
Church. Call Jackie for
details 753-3182.

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Huntseat
Riding
Lessons
'8 an hour
Call 12:30 to
3:30 p.m.
or after
7:00 p.m.
753-5898
CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free Meal claim service"

THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

References
upon request.
Reasonably Priced.

NOTICE

Free Estimates
Call after 6 p.m.

Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

436-5487 or
753-5086.

Attest:
Jo Crass:City Clerk
2

753-4199
-Free local claim ern,

PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

Buying?
Selling?
Trading?
Renting?
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916

Notice

rytulia Cadvuut
%Jot & Gijoutasfite
Register Now
753-4647
BARRETT S Service
Center has heavy duty
Monroe shocks for $8.88.
200 N. 4th St., Murray.
Ky. 753-6001.

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1406 W. Main
Murray, Ky.

753-531 5
6. Help Wanted
BABYSITTER needed
about 30 hours a week.
Prefer close to MSU but
not necessary. References required. Call
759-9277.

Mgt. Trainee
Area Rep. to college
women 1500 per mo.
This challenging job involved putting on pre
scheduled
Consumer
Ed./Sales Program to small
groups of college women
in the Murray area. The
company is adding personnel due to expansion & provides appts., full training,
salary, bonuses, health &
life ins 8. advancement into mgt Primarily aft &
eve. hrs. For local interview call between 1p.m.-9 p.m. Mon.
Amy Swingsord

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to
Previous Puzzle

ACROSS
property
45 Everyone
47 Tardy
50 Equally
52 Father
53 Harvest
goddess
56 Mother of
Apollo
58 Standard of
perfection
60 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
61 Placed in line
63 Three-base
hit
65 Corner
66 Printer's
measure
67 Antiquated

1 That woman

4 Sun god
6 Mistake
11 More torrid
13 Schoolbook
15 Forenoon
16 Musical
drama
18 Cooties
19 Encountered
21 Seth's son
22 Suffix for
native for
23 Told
26 Cry
29 Send forth
31 Goddess of
discord
33 Proceed
34 Coroner
abbr
35 Spigot
38 Health resort
39 Behold!
40 Mother
41 Broadcasts
43 Hold on
1

2

DOWN
1 Pretend
2 Domicile
3 Suffix for
small one
4

3

i1

12

15

18

II

ORE SS STOPS
FORGET TOMATO
TO OPERATE AM
SE TEUM RARE
UTB RAMP BEG
USSUE PEAT UA
ENDS RIOT
TA UETS ROARS
ABA NUNS LIEN
MOTE DATE LA
El PREPARE P I
DEMEAN TILLER
SPENT EN ElijE
4 Repulse
5 Place for
combat
6 Rubbers on
pencils
7 Concerning
8 Rant
9 Aromas
10 Cincinnati

ill 7

8

13
18

17

•
19

21

U20
23

22

24

25

29 ad

3.

31U32

38

iiiiiiiii
iii . •
lid

40
•
45

MI

47

50

a
mg
81

41

51

43

player
12 Telegraph off.
14 0-T linkage
17 Repetition

20 Prefix for
three
24 Girl's name
25 Brief swim
27 Eye
amorously
9
10
28 Convivial
29 Poet Lazarus
14
30 Repast
32 Transaction
36 Succor
37 Hold chair of
authority
42 Skidded
44 Artificial
26 Will 28
language
46 Language of
ancient Rome
48 Rugged
mountain
Greet
44
49 Long for
51 Melody
54 Take a vote
55 Sow
56 Note of scale
54 55
57 Guido's high
- note
59 Lithium
symbol
62 Spanish
article
67UU 64 River in Italy

63

11

ill

615-893-2039
American Future
Systems. Inc
3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 -$59,230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
LEGAL Insurance sales
rep. Multi leve-imarketing strategy.
Minimal sales experience necessary.
Phone for appointment
474-8884.

6. Help Wanted
CONSTRUCTION,
drivers, mechanics,
welders, electricians.
machinists, carpenters,
needed immediately.
Also Airline jobs. Will
train some positions.
(Up to $6000/month
TransContinental Job
Search (3081 382-3700
fee.
bb you need a job and
hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
and placement. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
School diploma and
have been out of school
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
22. Call us at JTPA
753-9378 Monday-Friday

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
EXPERIENCED over
the road trucic- driver.
Must be at least 25 yrs.
of age & 2 yrs. over the
road verifiable. Call
436-21337.
FIVE People needed.
Appications will be taken
for full time employment,
with earning opportunity
of $300 per week while in
training. Age is not important providing you are
18 years of age or over. If
you are selected you will
be expected to start to
work immediately. To
appange for personal interview. Call 502-443-6460
between 10 am - Ilam. •
4:30 pm-5:30 krill. EOE.
FOOD Service Supervisor. High school
graduate or equivalent
with 4 years of experience in general food
service. Must be able to
supervise, schedule &
plan. Must be able to
work weekends. Over
time required with
limited advance notice.
Salary $6.60 per hour.
Apply 'at Personnel
Services. Sparks Hall,
Murray State University. EOE/MF:
LOCAL soft drink
company needs a
driver/ salesman for
Murray area. Route
experience helpful but
not necessary. Phone
Cynthia Duncan 1-800457-3098 between 8a.m.4:30p.m. for interview
appt. in Murray, on
Thurs. Can interview
after 5p.m.
LONG distance trucking. northAmerican
Van Lines needs
owner/operators! If
you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one. northAmerican offers a tractor purchase
program that can put
you in a new tractor for
-12600-down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call any weekday. Toll
Free 1-800-348-2191 Ask
for Dept. 194.
WIRING! Federal
Government jobs in
your area and overseas! Many immediate
openings without waiting lists for tests. $15$68,000. Phone call refundable 602-838-8885
Ext. 684.
MURRAY Eompany now

MI
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6. Help Wanted '
.r
MAINTENANCE man
for Dixieland Shopping
Center. Experience
could improve salary if
ability is proven. Bring
references with phone &
address. Must be capable of working with out
supervision. Start at
S4 /per hour. NO
SMOKERS PLEASE.
Apply at M&G Glass,
Dixieland Center.

Help

Wanted

9 Situation Wanted
!OR all of your
fireplace repair work.
dampers, gas pipes,
firebox, chimney
cleaning. For estimates
-Rick- 753.0053.
MOTHER oftwo will care
for your children. Plenty
of love and space. Call
anytime 759-5104.

HYDROTEX,
INC.
NEEDS
Sales Person
to sell full line of Quali
ty Lubricants to Heavy
Equipment Operators.
Trucking, Municipal &
Governmental Agen
cies. Industrial and
Commercial Accounts
Generous Commissions
Training Program Ex
cellent
Company
Benefits For Personal
Interview
call
1-800-527-1193 or
send
Resume
to
HYDROTEX. P 0 Box
47843, Dept 41 E.
Dallas, TX 75247

NEED for temporary,
part time, temporary
full time, or temporary
permanent positions
We are an employment
placement service with
vacancies to fill in the
following categories:
Secretarial, business,
security, general main
tenance 8. much more.
Skilled & experienced
individuals need only to
apply. Send brief re
sume to ESA University
Station, P.O. Box 2080,
Murray, KY. 42071.
NOW taking ap
plications for 1 re
ceptionisti phone girl.
Call 753 0229 for
appointment.

QUALITY, dependable
child care, in our home.
Centrally located. Day
or night. Mon.-Sat. 18
month old toddlers &
up. Reasonable rates.
Limit of - 3- children.- 7
years experience. Call
753-8083.
WILL do general cleaning. $5 hour. Excellent
references. 435-4334.
driveWIL -caf;7Wies
etc anywhere in United
States. $50 per day plus
expenses. Have references. Call 436-i16.

SALES Representativ4
for growing service
industry. Part or full
time. Generous corn
missions; no quotas or
fixed hours; references
and sales support. Must
have reliable trans
portation and be willing
to travel within 300
miles of Murray. Ex
cellent- - income,- - -growth
and advancement
potential. For further
information write Box
486, Murray, KY. 42071
Call (502)753 7750.

PERMANANT

position
.t-...3...
month old in my home, 4
days a week, 8:30 to 5:30
Monday thru Thursday.
Only -experienced- adult
need apply. References
required. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040 F,
Murray.
POSITIONS available
with Domino's Pizza.
Apply in person Wed. 20
Aug. at 2:00p.m. No,
phone calls please.
PART time maid wan
ted. Housekeeping.
Must have home phone.
Dependable. Ex
perience preferred.
Apply in person, Eagle
Inn, Hwy 61 South

f

Will do
babysitting
in your home
Nights or
weekends.
$2 per hour
Call 753-8857
after 5:30 p.m.

SOMEONE to stay with
elderly lady 6p.m. Fri
day afternoon to 6p.m.
Sunday afternoon. Call
489 2731.

10. Business Opportunity
DO you want your own
ladies or children's
fashion store, but don't
know where to start?
Start with a call to "The
Source". We offer inventory, fixture, professional training for a
small investment. High
success rate. First
quality, popular name
brands only Ed Brandt
(4051238-9358.

TRUCK drivers! Ex
perienced long haul.
Excellent equipment.'
benefits. Poole Truck
Line, Cresline Dr.,
Henderson, Kentucky
or 1408 Lebanon Rd ,
Nashville, Tenn. EOE

weir. LID

on
Murray
a

Beautiful setting for lots of peaceful living
in this quality-built 5.000 sq. ft. home plus
40 acres Small lake. 2 grain bins and tobacco barn Call 753-1222.

Secluded picturesque country setting on 93
acres 4 000 sq ft of quality spacious
rooms large barn Just reduced $15 000

-.416111likai

Year-around lakefront home plus 2-car
garage & workshop Quality boat dock
beautiful wooded setting on 5 2 acres Price
just lowered 520.000

Stately older residence on Main St Newly
listed Beautrfully restored & redecorated In
cludes detached garage apt 753 1222

- 4111111FP.
-

Two beautiful wooded lots create the
perfect setting for this 3 bedroom brick
home,just two miles from town Just listed
and offered in the 560's

Attractive 3 bedroom home with lovely
ground swimming pool. Price just reduced
to upper $50's Phone 753-1222.

Immaculate brick ranch home and 68 acres.
lust 5 miles from town. Includes several
barns ponds and good productive farm land
Fresh on the market. 753-1222

3 BR quality home ,10,ned for comfort and
economy. 56-Irprone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

taking applications for c.
sales persons for Murray.

Paris area. Will consider
some part-time. Must
have transportation. No
experience necessary,
will train. Hourly salary
$7 per hour when on appointment plus commission for those who
qualify. Please call for
appointment 753-0229.
MUSICIANS being
sought. Immediate
openings. Auditions required/Tapes accepted. Ages 17-28. Must be
In good health. Marines
( 5 0 2 )5 8 2 - 6 6 0 7 or
582-6608.

g /sae to
,
versa• Press Syndicate

*11111(ttiV7T
4.
01114
Country lakewav
n& 40 acres with
several barns .0V.)u.r...idings Offered in
the 50 s

Distinctive, rustic contemporary home
located with view of beautiful Ky Lake 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living room. & den with
fireplace $69 500

.411111111111*

6;7
.
12
3
1e
r

tunim3=
6
7
-1p,
Fresh on the market is this neatly styled
home
with
above -ground
pool
547 500 Phone 753 1222

Attractive new listing at 704 Meadow Lane
Appealing home with economic price
$43000 Phone 753 1222

Log home with passive solar design located
in peaceful secluded area Price lust
lowered to $29 000

Rustic home on beautiful wooded lot with
250 ft water frontage A bargain ar
$42 500 753 1222

711
Main
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Notice

1986 MEDIC.ARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the PartA deductible and
co-payment
amounts.' You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital.
you will have to
pay the first $492.00
before 'Medicare
pays anything. For
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
MARK
I Love You,
Regina

Holmes Ellis. Mayor

2 .Notice

2

BARRETT S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed 200 N. 4th St .
Murray. Ky. 753.6001.
GbT a time shares
We'll take it. Covering
all of the U.S.A.. contact
Resort Sales International at Gatlinburg,
TN 615-487-3108

Murra
r y Ledger & Times

7531222

Homes FOR LivInG.

8.18
"Hey! That's !Mild And you sold you
were all empty, you stInkIn' liar!"

Amos McCarty fir.
Geri Andersen
Torn Hopkins
Franki• McNutt
Barbaro Erwin

Soles Associates
•

Amebic. Moody
Bill Royburn

Ann Roberson
Warren Shropshire

I,
• '•••••••••••*oom••••••••soo,0010Wagoaravoloeft.

40,

Air

4

CLASSIFIEDS
10. Business Opportunity

22. Musical

UNIQUE opportunity.
Area franchise available Provides excellent
business opportunity,
cash flow and investment return. Successful
business personmust
have management
background, sales ability helpful but not
necessary. $35,100 investment plus small
operating capital. Call
404-354-8004.

MESA boogie guitar
amplifier, excellent
condition Call 753-1292
24. Miscellaneous

24

Miscellaneous

Apts for Rent
FURNISHED apt
Married couple
preferred. Call 753-6762
ldurtn
cf
the .
s
c
- a ap s.Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting Equal
Housing Opportunity
759-4984.
NICE efficiency apt.,
furnished, utilities included. For 1 or 2
female students, 2
blocks from University.
$250 a month. No
smokers please. Small
deposit requried. Call
753-2813.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
ONE bedroom furnished
Apt, 1303 Chestnut St. adjoining college. water
furnished, no pets. de•
posit required. 753-3134.

38

Pets-Supplies
REGISTERED Basset
hound puppies, 8 weeks
old, $125 Call 435-4525

40.Produce

47

Motorcycles

50

1981 CB 650 CUSTOM,
black with chrome ex•
tras, white letter tires.
includes 2 black fulmer
full faced helmets $1400
or best offer 753-4091 or
753-9164 after 69 m
1983 HONDA Aero
Scooter. red, good condition • 1500 miles
Phone 1-345.2735

Used Trucks

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

1967 CHEVY p u . very
good condition, 3 speed.
6 cyl . new exhaust
system, $775 Call 7537271
1973 CHEVY longbed.
307 V-8, automatic
trans , ps. am-fm cass.
cite, good tires, extra
good & clean condition
$1995. Call 435-4338
anytime
1974 DATSUN pickup
1977 Honda Accord.
5.speed Call for information 436-2868
evenings
1974 FORD window van,
V.8 automatic plus air
cond $500 Call 753-0197
1975 DODGE pickup
0-100 Adventurer, ps,
pb. air Call 435-4354
after 6p.m.
1979 F250 pickup truck.
N.D. trailer special,
auto . air & power
$2750 Call 753-1746.
1986 FORD Ranger.
extra sharp, 4 cyl .
5-spd., red. chrome
wheels, Grand Am
radial tires, chrome
bumper and bed rails.
sliding rear window and
louvers. 5000 miles
60,000 mile extened
warranty. $6800 Make
offer. Call 753-7307
'79 DATSUN. 4 speed
A-1 condition Call 7532488.
'83 FORD Econoline
van air, ps. pb. excellent condition $3850.
Call 753-8490

ALL type masonry MOBI
LE HOME
work
block, brick
Specialist Repair and
concrete driveways, preventa
tive mainten
sidewalks, patios, house ance
Roofs, floors,
foundations, new plumbi
ng, wiring
chimneys or chimney hurrican
e straps 759
repair 25 years ex
4850
perience
Free es
timates Call Charles MOODY'S Mower
Repair
pickup and
Barnet 53 5476
delivery
All work
guaranteed Call 753
PPLIANCE
5668
SERVICE
Kenmore,
W estinghouse, ODD lob specialist,
Whirlpool 23 years ceiling fans, electrical
experience Parts and plumbing, fencing You
service. Bobby Hopper, name it, I do it You
buy, I install
You
Bob's Appliance Ser
break, I fix Call 436
vice, 202 S. 5th St
2868
evenings
Business 753-4872, 436
PAINTING
5848 (home).
Paper
hanging, commericai or
APPLIANCE repair
residential. Free es
washers
timates, References 25
dryers
refrigerators ranges years experience,
air cond. George Hodge Trernon Farris 759 1987
& Son, 10 Dixieland ROOFING, Siding,
Shopping Center 753 Concrete work, Ad
4669
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry
P A Molony
753 8628
RENT ME COMPANY
Free Estimates
SEWING Machine Re
503 Walnut St.
pair
All makes and
We rent construcmodels Home & In
tion
equipment,
dustrial Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
large & small.
sharpening 40 yrs
753-3062
experience All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
J L McKnight & Sons
Barnhill. 753 26 7 4
Sawmill on Poor Farm Stella,
Ky
Rd Buyer of standing
SUMMER is the time to
timber Cat? 753 7578
either deadwood
or
JOINER'S complete remove
diseased ar
tree service, 32 yrs
CI /Or unwanted trees
experience. Also, For all
your needs ca'l
5 1
Campers
stumps mechanically Bover's
Tree Service
1973 CREE 20 ft long removed 10" below the professionals at
with air & awning. Good surface. Call 753 0366.
753-0338
condition. Price $2200. L EE'S CARPET UGLY stumps been
CLEANING
For all bugging you? For
Call 753-7930.
the
your carpet 8. upholst easiest
1076 20' Roadranger
and most in
ery
cleaning.
For
a
free
Camper. with air, sleeps
expensive way to get rid
estimate call 753 5827 of them
6. Call 753-5702,
forever Call
Satisfied
reference
s
COACHMAN 24' deluxe
437 4752 for free es
LICENS
ED
Electrici
an timates & information .
camper. air. awning;
Prowler 27'. air. awn- for residential and WET BASEMENT? We
commerc
ial.
Heating make wet basemen
ing. Both extra nice.
ts
Will sell or trade. Call and air condition, gas dry
Work completely
installati
on and repair
492-8580 or 492-8651.
guaranteed
Call or
Phone 753 7203
write Morgan Con
MITCHELL Paving. struction Co Rt 2, Box
53. Services Offered
Commercial, re
409A, Paducah, Ky
s_
sidential
Large or 42001 or call 1.442 7026
small. 30 years ex
Metal & Shingles.
perience. Call 753 1537.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
ALUMINUM
Free estimates.

2 MARBLE top end
Apples for
tables & coffee table,
$100; portable typewriFreezing & Drying
ter, $35. Call 753-2569.
Also Damsons.
ALTO saxophone, used,
McKENZIE
good condition, pair white
band shoes, purchased at
ORCHARD
49
Used Cars
Dennison Hunt, size 5,
753-4725
real good condition.
1970 CAMARO Super
Child's universal size
1 1 . Instruction
Sport, blue, sharp with
43 Real Estate
helmet, purchased at
lots of extras Call 492.
classes. Enroll- Yamaha Shop. good con2 LAKEHOUSES Both 8466 after 5p m
ing Sept. 8th at Ezell dition. Call 753-9910.
have 3 bdrms, 2 baths, 1974 MONTE Carlo.
Beauty School. Call ANTENN
A with rotor
central heat & air. needs new engine, body
753-4723 for interview.
and booster, $200.
Additional lots availa- in very goo shape
PIANO. Want to learn Weights $30.
bicycle $15.
ble. Days 781-7000 or Asking $325. Call 762.
to play by music or Call 753-6884.
6727 after 8p.m.
night 842-3851.
maybe go one step
APPROX. 150 sq. yds.
nOVERNMENT 1975 MONTE Carlo,
further & develope your
of carpet, sofa, rod iron
housing. from $1.043. you good body, low mileage
ear. Lessons in my patio
Ag Brokers Custom
lounge. Call 753repair. Also, delinquent on engine Also, 1975
home. Call 753-7370
2811.
Spreading Service
tax properties and Grand Torino. ps, pb,
after 3p.m..
BUNDLES of slab
ac. good mechanical
foreclosure properties
•Ag Lime
34.
Houses for Rent
wood. Charley Tubbs
For info., call irefun- condition, good body
*SW-D
ust
Spreadin
g
Saw Mill. Camden, Tn.
14. Want to Buy
1-315-736-1610, Call 435-4286 or 753.1924.
2 BR house, washer/- dable
901-584-3306 after 7p.m.
*Seed Weed &
1976 CHEVROLET
dryer hook-up, wooded Ext. 369.
WANT to buy- very old
lot, near Murray. No kOPPERUD Realty Monte Carlo, ps, pb, air,
Spreading
furniture- old baby CARPET, approx. 38
pets. Responsible offers a complete range new front tires, $1400.
items. Call 753-3642 sq. yds., yellow, good
For all your fall couple
condition, $100. Call
. $185. Re- of Real Estate services Call 753-1315
days, 753-5738 nights.
753-1766.
spreading & seed
ferences. Deposit. 753- with a wide selection of 1977 CADILLAC. KatheWANT to buy good used
quality home in the city rine Lax. Call 489-2802
EARLY American hide7551.
needs see
piano. Call 753-4161.
& in the county. All after 6 pm or 753-3142.
a-bed & chair. Also,
3
BR
brick,
1
1/2
bath,
WANT to buy good farm 3-speed
ladies bicycles.
den with wood stove. price ranges. Phone 1978 COUGAR XR7.
wagon, excellent condi- Call
474-2765 after 6p.m.
Central
753-45
heat & air. $400. 753-1222 for courteous, 89,000 miles, $2000. 16'
33
tion. Also F600 for sale.
competent Real Estate Jonboat & trailer, $150.
FLASHING arrow signs
1
year
lease.
753-0430.
Industria
l
Rd.
Ask for Kim or Tim
service. We make buy- 12' Jonboat. $125. Furfrom
$275!
Non-arr
1MR
ow
brick,
2
bath,
2
car
753-9844.
models (lighting op
carport, fireplace, cen- ing & selling Real niture. 759-9673 or 753tional 1 from $195. Let- 27. Mobile
6348.
tral
15. Articles for Sale
heat & air. Walk-in Estate easy for you.
Homes for Sale
ters included
closet. 1 year lease. WE need listings- we 1978 DODGE Omni. Call
ELECTRONIC
organ. Warranty. Order today. 10x50 MOBILE home, $480. 753-0430.
have buyers. Wilson 492-8533.
Baldwin, like new. Reliable sigsn. reasonable. Call 753FEMALE roomate to Real Estate 753-3263.
1979 CHEVY Nova, 6
Double keyboard, 1-800-531-5314.
3015 after 5p.m.
share furnished house. 44. Lots
cyl., 2-dr. Call before
pedals, automatic FREE
for
Sale
Stark Bro's 14856 ATLANTIC, 2 BR, Reasonable expenses.
2:30753-1570.
rythm. Includes bench Catalog
. America's gas, wood siding. Will References required.
wooded 1979 TRATMPH Spitfire
and instruction course. largest selection
lot. 2 blocks from convertible, red. Call
of fruit move & set-up. $6500. Call 759-4011.
$1495. Call 753-8115.
trees. Plus shade and Call 437-4608.
University. $8500. Tripp 753.1746.
FURNI
SHED,
3
BR
IIARVEST gold re- nut trees, berries, 1971 1 2x40 MOBILE
house for 3 college girls, Williams, Broker & 1980 CUTLASS Supreme
frigerator, $275. Call grapes, growing aids home, 1 BR, utility
near University. Call Solar Home Builder, black, tan interior, real
759-4909 after 5p.m.
and more. Stark Bros room with washer dr 753-4974,
753-0563.
_
good condition. Call 753QUEEN size waterbed, 6 has what you're looking dryer hook-up, partially
DON'T miss this oppor
7292 after 5 pm.
months old, Comforter for! Satisfaction furnished. $2900. Call
36. For Rent or Lease
tunity to own 5 wooded 1984 OLDS
98 Regency.
and linen goes with it. guaranteed. Send today 753-2928.
6606 SQ. ft. of luxury acres only 1/2 mile 4 door, fully equipped,
$150. Call 753-2939.
and receive a $5.00 1982 14x70, 2 large
office space located in from lake. The location 51.000 miles, extra
SET of waterbed discount coupon good on bedrooms, 2 full baths,
Industrial Park in is on KY 1918 near sharp. Call 753-4579
drawers, good condi- your first order. Stark large kitchen and living
Owensboro, Ky. Jean Hamlin and Pine Bluff. after 6p.m.
tion, approx. 1 yr. old, Bros. Dept. D5738F, room, newly decorated
Ray Lyons Castlen All it takes is a small 1985 CMC S15, $5500.
med. color. $100. Call Louisiana. MO 64353.
Call 489-2813.
down payment and $141 1974 455
Realty (5021926-1403.
Formula, like
753-7291.
GRASS is growing k '81 12x60
'
MOBILE LARGE mobile home per month for 36 new. 1979 Chryslet
New
will continue to grow home, 2 BR, 1 3/4 acre,
months.
This
is
the
at
lot
for
Yorker.
rent, $40 per
16. Home Furnishings
$2800. Honda
this summer! Swap for Ky. Lake development.
month. No small chil- low interest rate of 8% 50, $200. 1985 Yamaha 80
7 FT. print couch with a new wheel horse now. Call 436-2532.
owner financing. Ken 4 -wheeler, $750.
dren. Call 489-2440.
Piano
matching solid, large, Prices will never be HOLLYPARK 1973
Shores Estates. $100. Call 759-9673
or
lower!
Instant
credit! 12x65, 2 BR, good 37. Livestock-Supplies
corduroy chair, earth
753-7531.
753-6438.
90 days same as cash! condition, insulated for
tone, $175. Call 753-6002.
'TRAILE
Lot
R
in
Keniana
'65 MUSTANG. runs
PAINT Mare. 1814 my
BUNK beds complete Stokes Tractor, Indust- Northern zone. Regreat, body & interior in
first horse- trading up. Shores, Hamlin, lake ac
frigerator, stove, ceilwith mattress & bed rial Rd. 753-1319.
cess,
new
septic
tank, good condition. Call 492HALF price! Flashing ing fan, underpinning, Good trail horse. $750 never used. water
spreads. Call 753-4506.
and 8466 after 5p.m.
neg. 753-2793.
Call 759-1600
table. 42"860", arrow signs $269! ac. included. Must be REGIST
electric available. Call '77 FOR15 LTD
ERED Quarter
4-dr.
grey tweed formica top, Lighted, non -arrow moved. Best offer. Call horses,
436-2289
after 3 pm.
For
more
informat
trailer,
ion
saddles,
chrome legs, extends to $259! Unlighted $229! 753.9873 or 436-5836.
call 7 5 3-2 5 7 7 2 MEN want to do yard
all accessories and 45. Farms
for Sale
82"; 6 matching chairs, Free box letters! SEVERAL 10' & 12t more.
work. Tree trimming,
7a.m.-8p
.m.
'79
Cutlass.
'78
upholstered in match- Warranty. See locally. mobile homes. Ideal for
removal of unwanted
MILES
5
east
Cadillac.
of
'78
'72
L.T.D.
Chevrole
Ford
t
4-door.
-Limited time only. lake or rental, furnished
ing fabric. Call 753-6209.
Murray, 31 acres. nice 2 air, auto.. p.s., p.b. trees & shrubbery, mow
pickup. 753-7929.
yards, light hauling &
piece American Limited quantity. Fac- or unfurnished. AC. SIMMENTA
story
farm
house
with
Many
more
options. wood
L and
style bedroom suite. Ex- tory: 15021842-3332. Negotiable. 753-5209.
fo-r sale Free
aluminu
siding.
m
Extra
Call
759-1813.
Simbra
h bulls. Perestimates. 753-0680 or
cellent condition. $400. collect.
formance & semen nice outbuilding. Call BIDS will be accepted
28.
Mobile
Homes
IT'S
for
Rent
not
early
to
to
think
759-1683
Call 753-7629 after 5 pm.
tested. Excellent qual- 492-8613.
on 1981 Ford LTD by
WHIRLPOOL about your chain saw 10x40 FURNISHED, ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Bank of Murray until
needs
for
fall
wood
46. Homes for Sale
natural gas, air conMICROWAVE ovens as
522-8794.
Aug. 20th. - P.O. Box
low as $4 per week; 25" cutting! See us at ditioned. Near Univers- TWO
Hogs and one call. LOG home on Ky. Lake, 1080, Murray, Ky. 42071,
Magnavox color TV as Stokes Tractor. Indust- ity. Prefer 1 person. From
approxim
ately 2625 sq. attention Collection
Murray go South on
Phone 753-3895 after
low as $7 per week; rial Rd. 753-1319.
121 turn onto Cherry ft.. 2 story with full Dept Auto may be
Whirlpool automatic kROEHLER colonial 5p.m.
Corner Church road, go basement, large deck & inspected at Bank of
washer as low as 88 per chairs, $45. Commodore 10x40, ON large lot,
past church, 7th house on porch. Extra lot. Great Murray parking lot at
week; Whirlpool re- 64 computer, disc drive prefer 1 person. $80 per
house for large family. L.P. Miller & Main St.
left. 0 C Kimbro home.
frigerator as low as $8 and printer, $400, like month. Call 489-2595. .Must sell. 436-2573 after CAN you buy Jeeps
per week. Goodyear new. Call 753-0925.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 38. Pets-Suppliis
8p.m. or weekends.
'Cars •4x4's seized in
LARGE, large, large unfurnished,
753-0595.
some new
ADORABLE AKC REMODELED. Good drug raids for under
selection of storage furniture,
natural gas- Alaska
location. Near college $100.00? Call for facts
17. Vacuum Cleaners
n Malamu
buildings in stock for electric,
air con- puppies, Champio te and shopping. Large today! 1615i269-6701
nship
USED name brand immediate delivery. ditioned. Shady Oaks
Bloodline, wormed & rooms. Upstairs area Ext. 259
Acree Portable 753-5209.
vacuum cleaners, in
shots, $150. Call for expansion. Central
good condition. 616 S. Buildings. Mayfield. NICE 2 BR trailer, near
H/A. Carpet. $36,000.
FOR SALE
435-4111.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
9th St. Call 759-4097
Murray. No pets. Call
AKC registered Cocker 1004 Main. 759-1265.
CRYTES Used Office 489-2611.
1984
Cutlass
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
Spaniel puppies, red REMODELED 3 Bdrm.
Furniture. 1016 Jeffer19. Farm Equipment
Factory authorized for
REAL nice 2 BR with female, mostly
Supre
home
me
w/vinyl
siding,
white
son St., Paducah, KY.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
built-in living room, on
1967 FORD Grain truck 442-4302. Desks,
male, had shots, ready to carport & attached
4 dr.. V-6, ex. condichairs, private
Brown Service on gas
lot, near go. Paris Area. 901-243- storage building. 2 ceilwith 1973 midwest bed, files and much
more- Murray. Part
tion,
lot of options.
and tlectric ranges
ing fans, gas heat and
fur- 4966.
twin hoist. Can be seen Good quality
used nished,
microwaves, dis
Call 489-2289
stove, re- REGISTERED
1/2 basement. Priced
at 1407 Vine St.
furniture.
English
hwashers, re
2 DAMAGES- 18 ft. 3500 POLE builders, far- frigerator. air cond
after 6 p.m.
Setter puppies, cham- in 30's. 753-1500.
washer 8z dryer hookfrigerators, etc. Earl
bushel grain bins with mers, contrac
pion blood !Mot- Ghost SECLUDED 3 bedroom.
tors. up. Has large double
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
new snap on corrugated Build with D-Rib
Train, Mr. Thor, I'M 2 bath, brick home on 15 50
metal garage. Phone 489-93no.
. Used Trucks
5341.
floor. New 7 1/2 H.P. roofing and
Oscar, Flaming Star. acres east of Murray
siding from
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
fan, gas dryer, com- Davis Metal Sales.
1965 1,2 TON Chevy CARPET installation.
Call 753-9350.
In- 29. Heating and Cooling
plete doors, transition formation/
Super insulated 2 or 1 truck, short bed, $900. professional service
free
41. Public Sales
unloading tubes. $1500. brochure. 1-800-442BR home with passive Fair condition 6 cylin- Also repairs. Satisfac
0135. 23,600 BTU Hotpoint air
tion guaranteed. Glenn
474-2796.
solar green house. 2 der, Call 435-4458.
conditioner. 4 yrs. old,
1-800-222-7003.
Bebber 759 1247
baths, large kitchen &
ATTENTION Mr. PROTECT your
used
very
little,
$275.
indining area. Also, cenFarmer- 1-12.000 bushel vestment put a
CONTRACTOR
car
rubber Call 753-8951.
tral heat & air. Nice
grain bin, 2- 8,000, 1- bed mat in your
pentry, painting Big or
new WINDOW air conditiocorner lot. $48,500. 7532,000. Truck lift hoist, pick-up truck.
small we do it ail
Also, ner. Phone 753-7273 or
0563 Tripp Williams.
Stirall & gas dryer, have tool boxes
Quality work done for
for 759-1486.
Broker & SOLAR
electric boxes, elevator compact pick-up
less. Free estimates
s. 30.
Wed.
&
Thurs.
HOME BUILDERS.
leg, grain pit auger, 210 Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Business Rentals
1985 Chev. swb 489 2663.
301 S. 6th St.
hp. fans, aeration unit. RANCH
DAVE'S Window
oak sunbed set, 17x80' BUILDING.
47.
Motorc
ycles
14000 m.
Farmington, Ky. 345- include
Cleaning Residential.
Cancelled in case
s mattress & Available next to
2681.
'78 Y-AMAHA 650
1979 Chev. swb commercial, one & two
bunky board, $200. Call California Concept,
of rain.
special. $550. Call 753POLE buildings - 753-4055.
References 10%
story
Dixieland Center on
65000 m.
30'x40'x9'eave, one RON'S
Senior Citizen discount
New items added 7283.
Muffler will Chestnut adjacent to
10'x8' end slider and one change
Extra
HONDA
Nice
Trucks
CX500C.
753 9873 or 436 5836
your oil filter MSU Campus. Carpeted,
on Thurs. (In- ring. crash bar.tarwalk door, painted steel with
2
FENCE sales at Sears
Call or see at
tube, $14.95; heavy paneled walls, central
cluding
large
colroof and sides, com- duty shocks,
helmets.
luggage rack,
now Call Sears 753 231C
$15.90 in- heat and air, insulated.
Rick's Vinyl Roofs for
pletely erected, tax stalled;
excellent condition
lection of dolls).
free estimate for
mufflers. $26.95 $395 per month. Call 753included, $4,995. Other installed. 400
Make
offer- must sell
753-9872 , your needs.
N. 4th St. 3018.
sizes available. Blitz 753-3514.
753-0800
after 5p.m
FOR home improve
for cleanBuilders, Inc. 1-800-428- SEASON
ment & repair on inter
ED firewood. up, body shop or other
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498
ior & exterior Free
Oak, hickory, mixed small business. Contact
IN.
estimates. Call 762 4782
hardwoods. min. order- Artell Tucker 753-4524.
2 ricks- $30..-- rick
GENERAL HOMg
22. Musical
delivered. For a full 32. Apts for Rent
REPAIR. 15 years ex
CLARINET for sale
measure- call John
1 BR furnished apt., air
perience. Carpentry.
Call 492-8944
Boyer at 753-0338.
conditioned, water furconcrete, plumbing,
nished. 121 North, next
roofing, siding NO JOB
to Fairground. Call
Friday, Aug. 22 at 10 a.m.. 1810 Miller Ave.. Murray at
TO SMALL Free es
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
753-3139.
timates Days 753 6973,
the
late
Mr.
Walter
Jones
R.
Sr.
Mobile
Home
Court.
Gold
2 BR duplex, TVA
nights 474-2276.
Silver
Will sell 18 Mobile Units, some with central units, some with winenergy efficient, in
Closed
GENERAL Building
Closed
dow
units.
All completely furnished
Northwood, appliances
Repair 20 years ex
Yesterday
377.00
Yesterday
5.15
furnished, central heat
perience. Roofing &
Saturday, August 23, 1988, 10 a.m. at the same location.
Opened
Opened
& air, on quite dead-end
painting, indoor & out
Will sell contents of 3 story home, good furniture and appliances,
Today
376.60
street. Deposit. No pets.
Today
5.11
door Odd lobs No lob
antiques and collector items Will be an all day auction.
Call 753-7185 after 8p.m.
Down
.40 Down
to small 474 8057
.04
2 BR furnished apt. af
FRIDAY. AUGUST 22, 10:00 AIM.
GREENHOUSES and
Compliments of!
Cypress Springs. by the
Cedar Brook
sun rooms, starting
12'x60'
Great Lakes
8'x35'
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
day, week or month. No
with your patio founda
Shultz
12'x60'
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
Frontier
10'x50'
pets Call 436-2594 if no
tion Enjoy the outside
Armor
12x44'
'
753 7113
Americana
answer 436-2231.
12'x64'
all year Custom built
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Skyline
12'x44'
Armor
APT. for 2-3 men adja12'x50'
energy saver homes
We loan money on anything of value
cent to University. No
Viceroy
12x44'
'
Americana
Contracted or hourly So
10'x42'
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
pets Call 753-8585.
Monarch
tar home builders
12'x55'
Armor
12'x44'
EXTRA nice, 2 BR
Tripp Williams 753-0563
Roy Craft
8'x47'
Shultz
12'x50'
duplex, Westwood SubGUTTERING by Sears
Wheeler
12'x44'
Ritz
Craft
10'3(50'
division. $325 per
Sears continuous gutTHIS IS AN ABSOLUTE AUCTION ON THESE TRAILERS.
month. No pets. No
ters installed for your
children Call 492-8885
Thursday, August 21, there is an open house to vies% these trailers.
specifications Call
or after 8p.m 7534874.
Terms: Everything must be paid for day of auction. All mobile
Sears 753 2310 for free
ONE or Two BR duplex,
estimate
tomes must be moved from lot by September (I, 19148.
in nice residential area
High income possible for the person who
HAMILTOIT Cultured
For more information phone 435-4144, Lynn Grose. 10.
Newly decorated. 3
Marble. tops sinks
can qualify Sales experience helpful but not
Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
Blocks from camptis
panels, custom made
absolute/y necessary We will give you the
No pets References
vanities Free Est 753
opportunity to be successful in _f mancias.. 'preferred Call 753-8585.
9400.
TAKING
applIcai
rOrCs
business Because of our expanSion or0
INSULATION blown in
for Section 8 Rent
by Sears TVA a p
Licensed and Bonded in Kentucky and Tennessee 11281
gram, we have an Opening in sales manaLlr'
Subsidised apt 1. 2 or 3
proved Save on those
TERRY PASCHALL - AUCTIONEER
BR
Apply Hilidale
ment •
For
appointment
high heating and cool
Apts . Hardin, Ky.
DARRE
LL BEANE - APP. AUCTIONEER
ina bills Call Sears
1-800-432-7221
E qual Housing
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
753 2310 for free
•
OpprirtimItv
estimate
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32

SET of Goodyear Tires,
P-185x14, rear sliding
window, new, for GMC
iii;i3
tup. Call 489-2889.
r by & see the new
BCS tiller for your fall
tilling. Stokes tractor.
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
USED aluminum
irrigation pipe, 3" thru
10", plastic roll-out
pipe. Brannan Irrigation 314-246-2240
ESED carpeting, good
condition; exercise
bicycle; trolling motor.
Call 753-4788
WE have a few new
push mowers left at
bargain prices- including the new Hi-Wheel
Push! Stokes Tractor
753-1319 Industrial Rd.

i

TI ESDAY, Al(it.ST 19, 1986

Ag Brokers

BEAUTIFLL

ROOFING

nINING

POUR

SMALL
CARPENTRY

753-9440

Large 4 Party
Yard Sale

4 WHEEL
DRIVES

BUILDING

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Mobile Home Court & Home Furnishings
2 DAY ESTATE AUCTION

/NATIONAL FIRM OFFERS
EXCEPTIONAL GROUND
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY

DAN 1VIPLLER

Tell •

AUC
. TIONEER

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

SERVICE CO.

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Rstfarences.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens Call
753 8590.
WILL do bushhogging
Call 753-7746 or 753 9615

Installing

city

sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
types
backhoe
work.

753-9224
30 Years Experience

Orlunr.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chan,•
GUNCASES
MANTLES
•
• BOOKCASES •
•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
•
COMPETITIVE PIKES Drop By AL Soo Our Display
•
•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940•
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOOOO

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW
Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

115 South 13th Street • ,
Murray. Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492
•"Ai

MURRAY
HOT TUBS
SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $74.500. Owner
will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Via

•

•.'

11111111418.0""••••••
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Specialty company .
begins operations
north of Mayfield

OBITU A R IES
.t

Miss Rub) Gill
Miss Ruby Gill, 34. of
Rt. 2 Hazel, died Monday at 12:17 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Born on Sept. 22, 1951,
in Florida.she was
preceded in death by
her father, Harry Gill.
Sr. and her mother
Elizabeth Skipper Gill.
Miss Gill is- survived
by three sisters. Marie
Williams, Rt. 2. Hazel;
Bertha Snead. Murray;

Mr. Al Blum

and Margaret Williams,
Al Blum, former
Alabama; one brother. owner and operator of
Harry Gill, Jr. and the Irvin Cobb Resort on
seven nieces and Kentucky Lake. died at
nephews.
12:16 a.m. today at the
CounGraveside services Murray-Calloway
will be at 10:30 a.m. ty Hospital.
Mr. Blum, 83, is surWednesday at the
vived by his wife, Lydia
Macedonia Cemetery.
Blum of
There will be no Kaelin Davis
the home address, Rt. 6.
visitation.
Murray.
Other survivors inMiller Funeral Home
of Hazel is in charge of clude two daughters,
the arrangements.
Lydia Ann Davis.
Louisville, and Laura
Cook, Murray; two
sons, Kenneth and Boots
grandchildren. Andrea Blum of Louisville; and
Ferrell and Ryan two sisters, Ida Mae
•
Ferrell.
Steier and Loretta Figg,
Also surviving are also of Louisville.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Pearl
Short. Rt. 2. Murray, seven grandchildren
Mrs. Ora Nell Mohler, and six greatColumbus. Ohio, and grandchildren.
Mr. Blum was a past
Mrs. Tommy (Anna)

president of the League
of Kentucky Sportsman
and a Mason.
Masonic services will
be conducted Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Visitation locally will be after
6 p.m. today.
Visitation is also
scheduled at Owen
Funeral Home.
Louisville. from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Masonic graveside services will be conducted
at 10 a.m. Friday at
Bethany Memorial Park
Cemetery in Louisville.

Mr. Bryan Staples
Bryan Staples. 89, of
Overland Park. Kan..
formerly of Kirksey,
died Sunday at 10:30
p.m. at St. Joseph
Hospital. Kansas City.
Mo.
His wife. Mrs. Robbie
Watson Staples, died
Nov. 3. 1985. A retired
farmer, he was a.
member of Locust
Grove Church of the
Nazarene.
Born March 31. 1897.
in Calloway County. he
was the son of the late
James -Monroe Staples
and Lucy Ora Magness
Staples_
He -is- survived by one
son. Rob L. Staples and
wife. Marcella.
Overland Park. Kan.;
two granddaughters,
Mrs. Marshall t Karen)
Ferrell. Lawton. Okla.
and Mrs. Jerry (Lynda)
Cohagan, Olathe. Kan.;
twogreata-

Sammons. Las Vegas,
Nev.; two brothers,
Wilson Staples,
Haubspadt. Ind.. and
Zack B. Staples. Tucson. Ariz.
Funeral services will
be at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene
at 11 a.m. Friday with
the Rev. Ercer Carter
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Kirksey Cemetery.
Visitation will be after
5 p.m. Thursday at
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home of Murray which is in charge of
the arrangements.

Miss Freda Arnett
Miss Freda.Arnett, 30,
Rt. 3. Benton. died at 3
p.m. Monday at her
residence.
She was a member of
New Home Baptist
Church .an. is:survived
by her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton Arnett. Rt.
5. Mayfield.
Also surviving are two
sisters. Betty Phelps
and Pat .--it_rhett...
Mayfield; one brother.
John Arnett; and one
nephew. Robert
Freeman. all of Rt. 5.
Mayfield; and grand-

mother Mrs. Pauline
Carroll, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Funeral services will
be.held 3 p.m. Wednesday at the Collier
Funeral flame in Benton which is in charge of
the arrangements
_
.
Officiating will- be
Rev. Harry Yates and
Rev. R.B. Coleman.
Burial will follow - in
the Liberty Cemetery in
Graves County.
Visitation will be after
5 p.m. today at the Collier Funeral Home.

Calendar... (Cont'd from page 5)
Thursday, Aug. 21
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club will Jim
Clopton. Henry Fulton.
Jim Garrison and Joe
Dick in charge.
---Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club with
Chester Wildey. A.R.
Hatcher, Jack Benton.
Jim Johnson and Bobby
wade in charge.
---Football Chicken
Kickoff will be at 6:30
pm. at Murray High
School practice field.
---Murray Single Connection will meet for a
discussion at 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Dick at
436-2174. Martha at
759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414.
--- Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be M &
W Ceratnics, Water
Valley, from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Pilot Oak
L.Groce'from 12:30 to

_

---Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
---Registration and payment of fees for 1986 fall
semester at Murray
State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom
----

Hog market
Feelon0 21.21,
.1.-• Aura*. II 1111211
krnturk, Purchase 4r.• Hog
%tartlet R.port Include. 4 fUnIng
111.0.1p00 On OM In on !Urn's..
(dna .75 In IRO In.", %nn, st.adt
.1•12nver.
la 1-2 111122111121 lbs
to 1-2 111.-21111 lbs.
3 TM TM is.
11
2-4 tat !TR
New.
IA 1 t 27n nal a,.
11 1-2 Ns 450 lb*
UR 1 I 42111 WA lb.
1-10,'., Ma lb.
111 1-11 Mil/ 1h.
Ilesesen.es 41 ne

Thursday, Aug. 21
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
First Christian Church,
Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Y oung-in- Hearts
Class will meet at 10:30
a.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
---r
a
B a z a
Workshop/Lunch will be
at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
Mothers' Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
---Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Rebecca Meacham at 7
p.m.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30n a.m. and 1:30
p.m. at The
Homeplace- 1850 ;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Snake Tales at 2:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Center

Mr. Blum was born
March 12, 1903. His
parents were August
Adolph Blum and
Regina Willinghurst
Blum.

Mrs. Vara Hale
Mrs. Vara Hale, 91, of four grandchildren and
215 S. 15th Street, died at four great6:30 a.m. today at the grandchildren.
Mrs. Hale was born in
Westview Nursing
Home. She was preced- Calloway County to Tom
ed in death by her hus- Fain and Laura Johnson
band, Coy Hale, who Fain June 11, 1895.
died Dec. 2, 1977.
Funeral services are
Also preceding her in
scheduled in the chapel
death was a son, Hilton of
J.H. Churchill
Hale, who died April 13,
Funeral home at 2 p.m.
1984, and a brother.
Wednesday with the
Galen C. Fain.
Rev., Calvin Clark ofSurvivors include two ficiating.
Burial will be
sons, Lennis Hale of Rt. in
Murray Cemetery.
7, Murray and Charles
Mrs. Hale was a
Hale, 1508 Chaucer; two
member of the Goshen
sisters, Lettie Jetton, United
Methodist
Jackson, Tenn., and
Ctturch.
Nova Overby, Houston,
Texas; and one brother,
-Visitation will be after
Elmo Fain, Lynn Grove. 4 p.m. today at the
Also surviving are funeral home.

Mrs. Geraldine Crawford
Mrs. Geraldine
Wesley Crawford, 70. of
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
died Sunday at a
hospital there.
She was the daughterin-law of the late Mr.
Wade
and
Crawford of Murray.
Survivors are her husband, Col. Fred M.
Crawford. Colorado Spr-

ings; one daughter,
Miss Phyllis Crawford,
San Diego, Calif.; one
son, Andrew Wade
Crawford, St. Louis,
Mo.; one grandson,
Scott Crawford; two
sisters; two brothers.
Funeral and burial
services will be Wednesday in Colorado Springs-

Three die when hit by car
NEW YORK (AP) Three men died and one
was critically injured
when they were hit by a
car after they got out of
a taxi on a highway to
help another motorist,
police said.
Police said the four
men were hit Monday
night by a car whose
driver said he didn't see
them because he was
blinded by the lights of
the disabled car the men
had left their vehicle to
inspect

One person was
knocked from the southbound lane of the Bronx
River Parkway into the
northbound lane where
he was hit a second time
by another car, police
said.
The four men left
their car and went to the
disabled car, only to
find that it had been
deserted by its occupants, said Officer
Vincent Jones.
Police initially
reported that the accident was a hit-and-run.

rrik
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MAYFIELD - Community leaders in
Mayfield and,Graves
County say they are
hoping the start-up of a
new, highly-specialized,
business will entice additional industry to the
area.
Pioneer Mold &
Engineering, Inc.,
began operations
recently at a site north
of Mayfield. The firm
specilaizes in building,
repairing and making
engineering changes on
plastic injection molds.
The firm also offers
custom precision
machining according to
its president, J. A.
(Tony) Jones.
Initially the
workforce will be small.
.
but future expansion
plans call for increasing
the operation to a 20- to
25-person staff.
Area industry is expected to benefit from
Pioneer's operation, according to a spokesman
for the Mayfield-Graves
County Chamber of
Commerce. Expensive
;Folds need not be shipped out-of-state now to
be repaired or re.
engineered, the
spokesman said.
"We're looking for a
lot of progress from
them and it's going to
mean a lot to Mayfield
and Graves County,"
Chamber presidetn
Frederick Blume said.
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KSP turns
down probe
of Dr. Collins
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(AP)
The head of the
Kentucky State Police
has denied a request for
an investigAtion into Dr.
Bill Collins' investment
company and Gov. Martha Layne Collins for
possible violation of
conflict-of-interest laws.
Commissioner
Morgan Elkins responded,-to a letter from Don
Wiggins, president °IP
Concerned Citizens and
'Businessmen of Central
Kentucky, who asked
for the probe.
Wiggins enclosed a,
copy of a newspaper article that said nearly
half of the investors in
Collins Investments
Inc., which is operated
by the governor's husband, have done
business with the state
or have received appointments from the
governor.
Elkins recommended
that evidence of any
violations ''be presented
directly to a grand
jury."

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
-05.63
Industrial Average
Previous Close
1860.52
Air Products
33% +1/4
American Telephone
23% .1/4
Briggs & Stratton
/4
33% + 3
Chrysler
39%
1
4
CSX Corp
29% ./
Dean Foods
301/4 + 1/4
Dollar Gen. Store
17%B 17%A
Exxon
/
4
,,„% -1
65
1/2
ou
Ford
G.A.F.
1
4 unc
33/
General Motors
72 + 1/2
GenCorp, Inc.
72% .7/s
Goodrich
38% -%
Goodyear
331/4 +IA
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Pen walt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

753-3366

Welcome
MSU Students

136% +11
/
4
57/
1
2 -1
/
2
22%B 22%A
.54 +%
64
.38'/
.77% -%
. .51 unc
/
3
4
1
4 .
.83/
451/4 unc
31% AA
82% .%
1
2 -IA
43/
47% +1%'
12/
1
4 +'/
5.97

You may also use these
other ways to buy •American Express
•MasterCard •Visa
'Silver Card

GINIRM1002040 CORPORATION

Westside Baptist
Church

$300

Inviting MSU to Sunday
School and Worship

90 Days
Same
As Cash

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

"Called to Make a Difference"

11TrIT-TV`TrirrP

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

from

108 N 15th St

NEVER

Cash Rebate
on 10-20-30
Series Trucks
Big Pickups & 1 Tons
2 Wheel or 4 Wheel Drive
Through August 22

721 S.

12th

Ky.
733-0595
Teddy Hicks

Murray.

Sunday Shoot - 1000
Morning Worship - a0:50
Sunday Evening Worship - 6:00
Wednesday - 7:00

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753-5617

441 II. Morrey

PURCHASE
AREA

eivoot
DEALER

Pricas Effactive
thru Aug. 22nd
Hours: Mon. thru Sat.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

315 W. Broodwoy
Mayfield. Ky.
247.3711
Phil Viniard

•

Downtown Fulton
Fulton, Ky.
472.1000

Jackie Powell
Main & Franklin
Cadiz. Ky.
522 6377
Mark Thwoott

